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COOT Now Manda tory Dr. Bennett Resignin g
By Andrea Kra sker
STAFF WRITER
and Staff Reports
COOT (Colb y Outdoor Orientation Trips), once an optional orientation program, is now manda-

the decision to change COOT. According to Blake, he was not informed of any decision until the
end of January.
"It would have been nice if
they'd consulted us first, but they
didn't," said senior Gretchen Schwarze, chairperson of the COOT

Assistant Director of Student Activities Todd Blake

jihotoby Cathy Hugo

committee.
tory for first year students.
Under the old system,there were
Starting this fall, all of the trips
will run four days and be held over three orientations for parents: one
Labor Day weekend. Before stu- for parents of five day COOTers,
dents leave on COOT, there will be one for parents of three day COOTa two day orientation for parents ers, and one for parents who se kids
during a three day student orienta- did not participate in the COOT
tion, according to Associate Dean program.
"It was not a clean way to start
of Students, Mark Serdjenian.
But there have been objections . off the year," said Serdjenian."We
had been worried about people who
to the plan.
there's
no
way
didn't go on COOT being left out.
opinion
"In my
you can forcea kid who doesn't like This way no one is left out."
nature to go out in nature," said Still, the new system is not without
Todd Blake, Stu-A coordinator of its glitches,according to Serdjenian
COOT. "It is a pain for us to shorter and Blake.
"The calender makes sense but I
the trips and to put them over the
Labor Day weekend. We've had to think the emphasis of COOT will
get rid of 10 to 14 trips."
change," Blake said. "It's a special
The change was first discussed thing about Colby without being a
in the fall, according to Serdjenian, mandatory thing about Colby."
"Mutual concern between the
"The toughest thing this year is
Dean of Students office, Acting for Stu-A to get all of the trips
President Bob MacArthur, Dean switched to Labor Day weekend,"
Earl Smith and other senior staff," said Serdjenian. "They already had
initiated the change , said camp sites reserved and I know
Serdjenian. "There were concerns they are having trouble with a few
from thePresident 'sofficeondown campgrounds."
The pr ogram , which previously
to make the progra m smoother."
Students were not consulted in had around 90 percent involvement,

By Kathleen McKiernan
NEWS EDITOR

Almost a year after several
female students lodged allegations of inappropriate conduct
against Dr. William Bennett , the
Colby physician is resigning from
his post.
Bennett toas cleared of any
wrongdoing when the Maine
Board of Registration in Medicine
voted 5-4 last November to dismiss the allegations against him.
"The board determined there
was no conduct that warranted
discipline of his license," said the
board's executive director at the
time. "But, you can tell by the
vote, not everybody agreed he was
behaving himself."
After his resignation goes into
effect at the end of the 1989-90
school year, Bennett plans to enter private practice in the Waterville area.
' "I'll certainly miss the people
I've worked with and the students
in past years involved a choice between three or five day outdoor
hiking, canoeing and sea kayaking
trips, as well as a five day theater
trip.
"Hopefully there will be more
trips like the theater trip for people
who don't consider themselves
outdoorsy," Serdjenian said.
Trip costs and financial aid
considerations are still being debated.
I hope that because it's mandatory there won't be a charge. It's
hard to sec charging extra for something that 's mandatory," said
Serdj enian.
"Last year each student was
charged $120 for COOT, plus there
was funding from the college and
we just barely broke even," said
Blake. "This year we are charging
$100 per freshman who goes on the
trip, and there is no funding. I can't
see how we'll break even."
Although financial aid was offered last year for eligible COOTers, Blake said he did not see how it
would be possible to offer it with
the new systcm.Q

I've cared for," Bennett said this
week, but declined to comment on
his reasons for leaving Colby.
"He's [Bennett's] been worried,
I think, that he hasn't been able to
rebuild the confidence of the community as a whole," said Colby
President William R. Cotter,who is
away on sabbatical in London and
has not spoken directly to Bennett
about his decision to resign.
Tveonly heard indirectly about
his feelings," Cotter said.
Health Center Director Carl
Nelson said he believesBennetthas
seen about the same number of
patients this year as last year,but
statistics will not be compiled until
the end of the semester.
Deaaof the College Earl Smith,
Bennett and Nelson all declined to
comment on what impact, if any,
last year's allegations had on
Bennett's decision to resign.
Nelson said he is disappointed
Bennett is leaving.
"I feel very sad, as a matter of
fact," Nelson said. "He's a very
excellent physician."
But Health Center Advisory co-

FOCUS

chair Art Champlin said Bennett s
resignation is a positive change
for the college.
"This is probably in his
[Bennett's] best interest and the
college'sbestinterest,"Champlin
said. "Weallknowabouttheproblems last year and he was in the
middleofthem-Wehavenotbeen
able to fully restore confidence in
the Health Center."
The college may try a "multiplephysiciansystem"to replace
Bennett, according to Smith. The
college is also considering other
possibilities.
Hiring several physicians
would enablethe Health Center
to serve the numerous needs of
students by providing more specialized care,according to Cotter.
A preliminaryplanning meeting to discuss Bennett's replacement is scheduled for Friday between Smith, Nelson, Health
Center Advisory Committeecochairs Champlin and Jane Moss
and representativesfrom MidMaine Medical Center.Q

Special Section '
Begins On Page 6

photo by Robyn Glaser
Attorney Margaret Carey,called "Mississi ppi Voter Rights Champ ,"
rapp ed up Black History Month celebrations at Colby last Wednesday
with a speech in the Robins Room.Carey 's sp eech on the continued crisis
of voting rights and community empowerment,was spo nsored by the
Af rican American Studies Program, Intercultural Affai rs and several
other college organizations.

J-Board Places Footb all Player On Probation
By Keith Dupuis

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Ono of two football players charged with
physically assaulting a worker at the Easy
Access II party was found guilty and placed
on permanent disciplinary probation by the
J-Board this week,
Davi d Sullivan '93and Michael O'Neil '92
wore brou ght before J-Board on charges of
physical assaulting junior John lovett, who
was checki ng ID's at the entrance to tho party

keg line at last month's par ty.
Both Svillivan and O'Nfeil pleaded not
guilty, but Sullivan was found guilty of the
charges, and sanctioned to permanent discipl inary probati on , according to Associate
Dean of Students Mark Serdjenian. O'Noil
was found not guilty.
"We d id exch ange words, a little lip service," Sullivan said. "My throat was grabbed
and I grabbed his (Lovett's) throa t in reaction
to that. I don't usually got drunk and grab the
closest person 's throat."
According to testimony,bothSulliva n and

O'Neil were in line forbeer,but wercstopped
at the entrance to the Studen t Center kitchen
by Lovett because they didn 't have identification.
Lovett said ho attempted to prevent them
from entering the kitchen, but was shoved
aside by O'Neil, He said when he raised his
arms to prevent Sullivan from following
O'Noil, Sullivan grabbed him by the neck.
O'Noil denied shoving Lovett. Sullivan
said he acted in sel f-defenso and only grabbed
Lovett's throatafter Lovett ripped Sullivan's
shirt and grabbed his throat.

Lovett denied touching Sullivan's neck.
Assistant Director of Student Activities
Todd Blake said several football players
caused problems at the Easy Access party.
'They seemed overly intoxicated,a couple
threatened to get in the door, threatened the
host,"Blake said. Party hosts "felt too threatened to say anything due tqjfootball players)
drunken attitude and size," Blake said.
J-Board's ot her case of th e even ing wa s
closed . No information on sanctions or
charges for that case will be released until
those involved are notified of the decislon.Q

Scholar Progr am Intense
By Jennifer Scott

FEATURESEDITOR
Since the Senior Scholars Program was started in the 1960s, students havetackledeverything from
writing theirown novels and books
of poetry to researching the gene
for RNA.
Designed as "an independent
honors program for students who
want to do an honors project in a
major where there isn't an honors
program, or who are interested in
doing more in-depth work on a
specific topic," according 1o program director and English Professor Diane Sadoff, the idea seems to
work.
With theirproject worth 12credits a year,studentswho are accepted
into the program are "urged to take
no more than two other courses per
semester," according to Sadoff.
It s a very mtensive,time-consuming project only for people who
have a burning desire to pursue a
topic deeply and can't find institutional support fbrit any other way,"

she said.
Scholars must have a professor
who is willing to work with them
on their project and meet with them
once or twice a week during the
school year. Several additional
professors are needed for "readers"
and to give their input to the project.
This year there are six senior
scholars doing projects: Seniors
Wendy Naysnersky is examining
recent environmental legislation
(see related story on this page);
Joseph Lilore is researching literary
theory and Afro-American female
writers; Kristin Girvin is stud ying
pictorial formations in natural structures; Amy Shedd is researching
reaction mechanisms of enzymes;
Heather Hall is learning about sedimentation in the Mississippi River,
and Michael O'Loughlin is studying the gene for RNA.
The deadline tb apply for the
next year's program is April 16th,
but interested students are encouraged to see Sadoff well before then
to discuss the project and get an

application.
"We have a high rate of acceptance into the program," she said.
'If you're willing to do all the work
involved in applying wefigure that
you're pretty serious about it."
The proposal and a letter of recommendation from a faculty member are the most important factors
in the acceptance or rejection of an
applicant.
"We don't feel that GPA is any
measure of success for a senior
scholar," said Sadoff. "We're looking for independent thinkers and
grades don't tell us much about
how motivated a student is going to
be about a project that they're really
excited about."
A committee including faculty
members from the library, career
services, Director of Students Activities Office,and the departments
of the social sciences, the natural
sciences, the humanities and the
arts, and three students makes the
decision as to who will become
senior scholars for the following
year.Q

Naysnerski Accep ts Challe nge
By Jennifer Scott
FEATURES
EDITOR
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With an outline that is 55 pages
long, Senior Scholar Wend y
Naysnerski is looking at a bear of a
paper.
As one of this year's sLx senior
scholars, she is currently devoting
much of her life to a paper on the
economics of enforcement in environmental law. She is studying the
economics of a relatively new law,
photo by Roby n Glaser
which allows citizens to sue corpo- Wendy Naysnerski
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rations for violating environmental
laws or the Environmental Protection Agency for failing to enforce
those laws.
"I find what I'm researching
really interesting because I'm very
concerned about the environment
and think the issues that surround
it are very important," she said.
"I like the idea of putting economic analysis together with policies that improve the environment
and at the same time are efficient
and keep people in their jobs."
Naysnerski , interested in environmental economics, sprouted
from an environmental law class
with Economics Professor Tom
Tietenberg. She later became his
research assistant and it was Tietenberg who recommended she
try to become a senior scholar.
'It's definitely exciting to be able
to work together with a professor.
It gives you a lot of exposure to
their knowledge and they can help
you in so many ways," said
Naysnerski.
"I think it's such a great program," she said about the Senior
Scholars Program.
"I encourage anyone who wants
to do a major research project to do
it. It pulls together a lot of the things
that you learn at efficient and, in
the end, you have something that
you've worked so hard on and that
you've learned so much from."
And the hard work may pay off
-literally. Naysnerski was recently
offered a job with a "mainly environmental economics firm" called
Industrial Economics Inc. in Cambridge, Mass.
"I feel really lucky," she said.
"I'm so excited about it, it's the
perfect job for me and it's exac tly
what I wanted."
Still, "it's a big step going out
into the real world. I mean, two
weeks af ter I graduate I'm go ing to
be working. That's a little scary."Q
Corrections
Physician's Assistant Gretchen
Gehrkc wasn.is.doi.tif.cd in the February 22 edition of the Eclw,
Contributing writer Keith
Dupuis'name was misspelled in last
week's Mw (3/1/90).

NEWS BRIEFS
Back On The Ranch

Colby President William R. Cotter and Linda Cotter will return
to campus March 23 following a six month sabbatical abroad. (fC.M.)

Dan 's the Man

After months of voting, calculating, and re-voting, the senior
bod y has elected Dan Spurgin as
the senior class speaker..
The process started last semester, with a ballot asking seniors who they thought would
make a good speaker. Fromthere,
the names were narrowed down
to a list of six nominees. According to regulations,half of the class
needs to return the final ballot
before a decision can be made.
Voting began in the fall,but fifty- '
'
percent participation was not Dm > Spurgin T^o ty HilaryKoWns
achieved until a few weeks ago.
Spurgin will give his speech to the graduating class this coming
May. (K.D.)

*Tis The Season

Bill collectors aren't the only ones asldng Colby seniors for money
nowadays.
On Monday,March 26every senior received a letter asking them to
pledge moneyto the Colby Alumni Fund. A pledge card was included
with the letter asking for donations of $100, $250, $500,or any amount
seniors are comfortable with. Pledges are to be paid within five years.
"You will never not have ten dollars' a year to give to Colby; it's not
the amount, it 's the gesture," said Marc Winiecki, head of Senior
Pledge. "Alumni support is vital to a college. Seniors are soon to become alumni and it is important for them to show they value what they
have gained from Colby."
The Senior Pledge Committee is also sponsoring the Last Lecture
Series. Various Colby professors will be giving the lectures that will be
prepared as if they were to be the last lecture the professor would ever
give.
Senior Pledge was started by the Class of 1985. Since then over 700
students have donated to the Alumni Fund. Winiecki said. (C.A.)

I-PL AY, U-PLAY, We can all
play for I-PLAY...

The I-Play Committee is scheduled to present a new revised I-Play
system to Presidents'Council this week after working out a plan that
allows students to have the choice of forming their own teams with
friends or playing on residence hall teams. Members say if Presidents'
Council accepts their proposals,the restructured system could be put
into effect for Softball season scheduled to start directly after Spring
Break. (K.M.)

How Conservative Is The
Dartmouth Review?

The "Put Ollie on Your Campus"club made an appeal for members
last month in The Dartmouth Review.
The club is a branch of YoungAmericans for Freedom, which claims
to be "the nations oldest and largest conservative youth organization."
The club believes that North's conviction this summer for joining the
organization was a crime and is demanding "that President Bush
pardon this patriot now." Members receive a full color photo and
video of North, along with a chance to have him speak on campus.
(D.F.)

How Wacko Is The Dartmouth
Review?

The Dartmouth Reviewis urging President Bush "to stiffen existing
economic sanctions against South Africa,"and suggesting that the U.S.
maintain these sanctions until Nelson j Mandela is re-incarcerated.
While Review headlines urge Mandela tb "Go Directly Back to Jail",
Colby table tents areurging students to go to Lovejoy 100 to "Celebrate
Mandela". (D.F.)

Quote of the Week

"You find the stuff in the darndest places."-Alan Lewis,director of
phys ical plant, on asbestos at Colby.

Briefs Continued On Following Page

And They 're Off.i.
By Jennifer Scott

FEATURESEDITOR

Editor s note: This story am the accompa-

ny ing p rofiles are the. second in a two-part
series.

When seniorsstartedseeingan unknown
future looming before them, Director of
Career Services Jim. Mclntyre "started seeing the panic," That was back in January
and half the seniors still have no definite
post-graduation plans in mind.
"I think that a lot of the students are not
aware of how weak the economy is right
now and figure 'when I want a job, I'll get
it.'The good career jobs arteextremely hard
to get right now," says Mclntyre.
Anticipating "a very busy senior week,
" Mclntyre said only "20 or 30 hard core
individuals"havebeen locked into a career
since September -not the 100 students typical of past years.
"It's like old homeweek when I go into
the information sessions. It's always the
same group of kids over and over again/'
he said.
Mclntyre speculates that about 30 percent of this year's graduates have something career-orientedin mind after graduation. About 17percent of them are headed
for graduate school.
"More than ever before, students are
going on to independent school teaching."
he said. "Colby has a very good reputation
in the Northeast and is known for the stringency of its grading. A lot of recruiters say
to me, 'gee, I don't see any 3.8's or S.SPs on
my schedule/ and that's because we just
don't have a lot. They're a lot harder to
come by at Colby than at many other
schools."

Looking for that perfect job? Well, if you want to know
what Colbygraduates in your field of interest have done in
Career Servyear s past,
help - someices can
times.
Kachen, reS u e
searched the
ce n t I y
the 1930's,
files back to
find a single
but couldn't
who purg r a du a t e
reer in fashsued a caBut, Kachen
ion design,
still has her
sights set.
ning
to
Pla nsummer in
spend this
New York City working for a design house or in a retail
store, Kachen will then be off to Paris and design school.
Any career "in relation to fashion would be sufficient,"
she said . "I can't see myself doing anything else."
Kachen, who has "always loved clothes and putting
things together," said her connections at the Paris fashion
houses and "maisons" of Givenchy and Leonardare keeping her hopes high about a future in fashion.
"I'm extremely excited about going back to Paris,"said
the Junior Year Abroad in Paris veteran. "Every single day
I imagine myself on the streets of Paris. Plus, it's the best
place to be for what I want to do."

Roger Holmes

After
graduation,
R o g e r
Holmes is
home.. But,
g o i n g
Holmes
isn't going
home for
lack of a job,
he's going
hometorun
for state
representative.
N o t
d a r i ng
enough?
Okay, he's
not only
running for
sentative of
state reprethe fifth Middlesex district in Massachusettes, he's running as a Republican. Of the 160 Massachusettes State
Representatives, 128 are Democrats.
While Holmes, has always been interested in politics,
he started to really get a feel for it when he worked at the
Massachusettes State House during Jan Plan this year. It
was then that the seed was planted in Holmes' head to
run for political office.
Holmes thinks his chances of winning the seat are
pretty good.
"The incumbent is a Democrat and is being challenged by two other Democrats. There's also one other
Republican hut he's not sure if he's going to run or not,"
he said.
A victory "could be a stepping stone for another
political position," said Holmes. National office is a
possibility, but "that's a while down the road ."

Tom Powers,a government major interested in
"somesortofsalesor management type position,"
claims to like the interviewing process.
"I think it's kind of
fun," ho said. "You get to
get dressed up and then
go in there and feed them
your best b.s."
Powers , who has had
about ei ght interviews,

Sue Kachen

John Ha yworth

John Hayworth knows what he'll be
doing next year, he's just not sure where
he'll be doing it.
Still waiting to hear from first choice
Duke University,Hayworth has already
beenaccepted to someof thetop law schools
in the country and said law school is definitely his plan.
Hayworth describes his final fall at

Colby as "veryjheflish ."
Between applying to law school and
keeping on top of his studies, "I probably
worked harder last fall than I did in all
other three years at Colby/'
Hayworth is interested possibly in environmental law and is ready to leave the
isolated world of Colby for bigger things.
"Colby can be a pretty stagnant place
coining into the spring of your senior year,"
he said,
plwlos hy KobyruClaser anil Dyannc Yiaufmm

Tom Powers

said "you've got to presentyourself as better than
the next guy."
"The first interview is
usually just to sec how
you canintera ct," he said.
Then , the second interview becomes crucial.
"On the second interview you usually go to
them and now it's going
to start getting really busy
with nil the traveling."

NEWS BRIE FS CONTINUED
Bush Still Thin king It Over

Organizer Dan Spurgin'90 said the possibility of President George
Bush coming to Colby is still up in the air.
"Somebody is considering it still," he said.
Approximately 90 letters to the President were generated from the
senior population during a letter-writing campaign in the student
center a few weeks ago, according to Spurgin.
Spurgin said Governor John McKernan and several other Maine
officials have also sent along their recommendations that Bush make
Colby one of his two small-school graduation appearances this year.
(K.D.)

Say It With Latex

This week marks the beginning of a series of events to encourage people to give more thought to safer sex.Janet Boudreau and
collaborator have given this serious topic a humorous slant. "Condom-grams" will be available for 50 cents in the Student Center
beginning tomorrow, and will enable students to send a personalized message and a condom to someone they love. AH proceeds go
to the AIDS Project of Portland.
There will also be an open discussion panel on AIDS featuring
three individuals who are afflicted with the disease on Monday,
March 12 from 7:30-9:30 p.in. in the Student Center. (K.E.)

Colle ge Bowl Team Beat s
Bowdoin

Last weekend four Colby students travelled to the University of
Connecticut to compete in the College Bowl's regional trivia competition.
Seniors Jon Millard, Sean Pratt, Bill Priestley, and Danny Reed
qualified to attend thecompetition after winning the All-Campus College Bowl on February 26 in the Student Center. The four students
represented Lovejoy Commons.
In Connecticut, the team had a bye for the first round-which is
essentially a win. They had a narrow loss to Western Connecticut in
the second round , and then went on to beat Bowdoin 165-85. In their
fourth and last round, the team lost heavily against Amherst.
The regional competition was organized by former Colby
Student Activities Director John Farkas. (K.D.)

Waste Not, Want Not

More than 1,100 sheets of paper were discarded in the Lovejoy
MacLab during the first week of second semester, traditionally a
slow period, according to User Services Consultant Paula Krog.
"There is a problem. There is a significant amount of paper
being wasted." said Director of Computer Services, Ray Phillips.
"We need to take some action to make people more aware."
Concerns were raised over the environmental and economic
impact of current laserwriter usage at a February 23 computer
committee meeting. Phillips saidawarenessisthefirst step in solving the problem.
"We don't want to impose barriers to get quality results but we
do want to reduce simple waste of resources," Phillips said. (P.T.)

Campbell , Nelson, Diaconoff
and Hallstrom Tenured

Tenure was recently conferred upon four more Colby faculty
members. Debra Campbell (Philosophy and .Religion), Randy Nelson
(Economics and Administrative Science), Suellen Diaconoff (Modern
Foreign Languages), and Jonathan Hallstrom (Music) all got the nod
from the Committee on Promotion and Tenure.
"I surprised myself by my calmness," said Jon Hallstrom of his
reaction on being notified. "But within ten minutes I had a bottle of
Dom Perignon in my hand."
Music student Bernie Khoo '90 said he was pleased with the
decision to tenure Hallstrom.
"He wouldn't have any trouble getting tenured elsewhere. Our
gain is someone else's loss." (P.T.)

Off Campus Chatter

Jitney schedules, a safe ride program and warm weather parties
were discussed at last week's Off Campus Society meeting.
It was suggested that more stops bejadded to the Jitney route with
Elm City Photo, Elm Tree Deli and Seven-Eleven as some of the
suggested locations.
The Off Campus Society will not bc sponsoring any more Student
Center parties this semester. Members decided to hold off on parties
until warm weather arrives and they can host parties outside.
Initiating a safe ride program was also discussed at the meeting.
.\pyone interested in getting involved should get in touch with John
Hayworth '90, president of the Off Campus Society. (C.A.)

More Briefs Continued Fo llowing Page

NEWS BRIEFS CONTINUED
Investment Responsibility
Group To Decide On Coke
Stock Soon

0068Ten List For This Week:
Tlie Top
Ten New Mascots f or Colby
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9. The Arctic Pit Bulls

1 8. The Rented Ducks

4.- The Smiling Reindeer
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I 7. The Debating Badgers

J2. SrSrp^s
Sr*"
The Blue Lightbulbs

1, The Chameleons (no need
for school color change)

$. The Singing Moonbeams
5. The Fighting Kegmen
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Off The Hill
By Chris Anderson
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Hamilton

CLINTON", NY. -Former Assistant Controller of the Hamilton Business Office, Diane Padalo, was
recently arrested on embezzlement charges. She was arrested on 2 felony counts,grand larceny and falsifying business records and released on $5,000 bail.

Bate s

LEWISTON -In celebration of International Women's Week, a series of lectures concerning women's
issueshas been scheduled.Womynrs Awareness, a Bates organization, is sponsoring the lectures. Among
those.scheduledto visit Bates as part of the series is Ana Kiss;a black,lesbian,separatist,lawyer from Boston.
Much talk has arisen over Kiss' upcoming visit. Kiss has agreed to speak only if the men in the audience are
forbidden to ask questions.

Washington University

't .

ST. LOUIS, MO.- The United States Army is trying to reclaim JR.O.T.CYscholarship money given to 24year-old cadet James M. Holobaugh, according to last week's New? York Times.Last December the cadet
disclosed thathe wasahomosexual. But the ROTCregulations deny tuitionbenefits to avowed homosexuals.
An RX>.T.C. hearing in December found no willing evasiojr i,pf Army requirements but still recommended
that Holobaugh be discharged and required to repay the $25,000 of scholarship money.
Meanwhile,back at Colby,ROTC proponent Ted Lambrecht'91 said in The Chronicle last weekthat ROTC
"will allow [students] to becomemore tolerant of others' ideas arid beliefs".

Wesleyan

Middletown, CT. - South African Anglican Bishop Desmoiid Tutu has been chosen as this year's
commencement speaker. Tutu's slated appearance at graduation has sparked controversy at the school
which has yet to completely divest its assets in South Africa.
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The seven-member Advisory Committee on Investment Responsibility voted last month to support two shareholder resolutions which
strengthen Loews Corporation's and Kemper's commitment to Affirmative Action principles,but tabled several resolutions concerning
social issues in South Africa and Northern Ireland.
In 1985, Colby Trustees committed to full divestment of stocks in
corperations having assets in South Aftica. A Coca-Cola shareholders'
resolution calling on Coke to stop allowing South African businesses
to buy Coke syrup and market the soda under its name wastabled until
more information on the extent of Coke's involvement in South Africa
could be gathered.
A FederalExpress Corporation shareholders resolution to support
the MacBride Principles in Northern Ireland, which seek to ensure the
rights of the Catholic minority,was also .tabled until more information
about the principles can be gathered.
The two tabled resolutions, as well as resolutions concerning" tobacco companies Colby owns stockin, will be addressed at the board's
next meeting.
Motions to support the two Affirmative Action resolutions were
passed unanimously by committee Chair and Economics Professor
Tom Tietenberg, Philosophy Professor Robert Reuman, Administrative Vice-President Stan Nicholson,alumnus and local attorney Lester
T. Jolovitz,and sophomore Chad Brown. Alumnus Albert Bemier and
sophomore Greg Long were absent from the meeting. (K.M.)

Cholesterol Count

The Health Center is inviting all students to take advantage of the
campus cholesterol screening being offered for $10.00 between 8a.m.
and 11 a.m. or 1:30 p.m. and 3:30 from now until March 16.
A blood sample will be taken at the Health Center and sent to Mid
Maine Medical Center for evaluation. Results may bediscussexi with
Dr. Bennett or one of the physician assistants. (K.E.)

Bookstore Giving Money Back

Students who decided at the end of last semester to sell their books
on the shelves of the Colby bookstore are now getting some money
back. Colby's bookstore manager last week called the new service whereby students price their used texts'and leave them on bookstore
shelves to be sold - a winning proposition for all involved.
"It's fun and PR is most important ' right now, " said Bookstore
manager Diane Gagnon.
Gagnon said she and several associates devised the new policy that
just this semester started reaping profits for those participating. In
previous years, students sold their used books to the bookstore and received "pennies" inreturn. The bookstore would then place the books
back on the shelves for one-half the original price and at 75 percent
retail, according to Gagnon,
She said students are now able to price their books competitively
with the other texts oi\ the shelf.
If texts remain unsold, they are returned to their original owner,
Gagnon said. (K.E.)
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FOCUS ; Earth. Air and Water
Colby 's Asbestos Clean-Up
Costs Estimated At $4 Million
By Paul Apple
CONTRIBUTINO WRITER

Nearly $4 million is needed to
remove asbestos from as many as
eight locations around campus
during the coming years, according to a memo prepared by Physical Plant. The figure does not account for "surprises"—previously
unknown asbestos sources—which
workers might encounter during
regularly scheduled asbestos inspections and removals.
"Colby has recognized (asbestos) as a health hazard and we are
moving intelligently to deal with
the problem. As new areas (of
asbestos) are discovered, they are
removed," said Alan Lewis.Director of Physical Plant. A budget
request of $250,000 has been submitted for removal projects to take
place next year.
Areas most at risk,either where
people live or where the asbestos
might be dislodged,were targeted
as higher priorities for removal.The
steam pipes and attic ceilings in
many residence halls are lower on
the priority list.
West Quad is scheduled for
p hoto by Bob Lian
seen
from
the
five-mile
loop.
ski
hill,
The abandoned Colby

Ski and Sand ,
Colby Fights For Land

The Sentinel reported that
Colby rejected an offer that would
allow the school access to the lake
Some land you want, some you while keeping the property open
don't. While Colby is battling in to the public.
Colby chose to reject the offer
court over a 2 1/2 acre piece of
land on Lake Messalonskee in "because it was left to us", said
Oakland, the Colby Ski Hill, less Dean Smith, and because of that,
than a mile away from campus, "there was no reason to accept it."
While the college will go to
has sat idle for over 10 years.
The suit between Colby and the court next fall to resolve the Lake
Maine State Bureau of Parks and Messalonskee property dispute,
Recreation is over a piece of prop- they let the ski hill sit vacant..
Inthe 1976-1977 academic year
erty on Messalonskee Lake in.
the
Colby ski hill was closed down,
Oakland.
Ownership of the lakefront as Colby students began going to
property, which includes 800' of the commercial slopes which were
shoreline, was left in question by at that time beginning to grow in
r„
the will of former Colby Dean of size.
The ski hill was doomed from
Faculty,E. Parker Johnson.
In 1970,after a failed attempt to the start, according to Dean Earl
leave his land to the town of Smith, because "the land had
Oakland, Johnson left it to the south side exposure"and it "could
not hold snow."
Bureau of Parks and Recreation.
It is just a bunny slope," said
Dean Johnson placed two conditions on this transfer of land: the Smith,and the students "preferred
property should be fenced and to go> to Sugarloaf."
For nearly a decade, the propsolely for public use. If the conditions were not met,the land would erty was left untouched.Trespassi ng was not enf orced, and it bego to Colby.
Colby, claiming that these con- came a popular spot for fourditions were not satisfied by Parks wheel vehicles.
In the summer of 1988, the ski
and Recreation, filed a complaint
with the Superior Court of Maine hill was posted as off-limits to
Colby students and Waterville
on November 21, 1989.
The State contends that Colby residents. This posting was strictly
had a chance to dispute the claim enforced and, in the fall of 1988,
earlier and is outside the statute o f four Colby students werearrested
by the Waterville Police Departlimitations in its actions.
According to a January 6,1990, ment on the charges of/criminal
<
Central Maine Morning Sentinel trespassing.
Accor di ng t o Dean Sm i th ,
article on the land dispute, Colby
officials had said that the "prop- Colby haa no real intentions for
erty is likely to become the site of a the land right now.
"It was a gift", he said, "and
boathouse for the school's rowing
club- and a picnic facility f or staf- you can 't really get rid of a gift. "Q
fers."
By Andrew Stanley
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

renovation during the summer,
during which approximately
$28,500 will be spent to remove
asbestos from pipes. Similar renovation will occur in East Quad the
following summer.
According to Tammy Gould,an
official with the Maine State Division of Safety and Environmental
Services, asbestos was described
several decades ago as a miracle of
modemscience. Thesubstancewas
used in construction materials,and
to insulate boilers and pipes because it will not burn. Institutions,
government and other public buildings, as well as many private construction sites used asbestos to
reduce the danger of fire. But subsequent research showed this
"miracle" to be deadly in addition
to being flame-resistant.
If asbestos is breathed into the
lungs as a particulate, or dust, it is
carcinogenic. Air samples axe taken
by a private company, tested, and
the results sent to Colby to determine concentration levels.
Gould said "it is conceivablethat
private institutions could be in
excess of the legal limit," because
the state does not routinely test

pnvate buildings.
According to Lewis however,
there are no areason campus -which
show evidence of "friable" asbestos, or actual contaminated air.
While recognizing its presence
as a problem, the College has been
limited by the expense of asbestos
removal. In large projects, the cost
is roughly $50/foot of piping, but
in a small, localized instance, the
cost can soar to twice that because
of the extreme caution required for
workers.
Recent articles in Science and
Time magazines have suggested
the'ypublic and government overreacted to the necessity of asbestos
removal. Lewis agreed that "there
hasbeen some overemphasis about
asbestos and its removal." Gould
would not speculate on the question of over-reaction, but said the
state has prioritized its asbestos
removal efforts.
Though the entire campus has
been surveyed as recently as J anuary 1990, more asbestos could be
found in the walls of some buildings and around the pipes between
floors. Said Lewis, "you find the
stuff in the darndest places/'Q

Dumas Pushin g $6,000
System For Dining Hall s
By Heather L. Hall
CONTRIBUTING- WRITER

A recent proposal by Matt
Dumas '91 to install a water filtration system in the dining halls has
sparked some interest and caught
the attention of Vice President Stan
Nicholson, according to Dumas.
Last year,while in several locations around campus lead levels
were found to be dangerously high
- in excess of federal regulations in
some areas - the water in the dining
halls was never found to be contaminated.
Colby has been thinking about

upgrading the filtration systems in
the dining halls or going to bottled
water to improve the appearance
and taste of the water, according to
Nicholson (Echo 2/9/89).
Dumas initially tried to sell
Colby a filtration system last summer, but the plan was squelched
because Kennebec County officials
wereplanning a new water system.
But, since the county's 25 million
dollar project has not gotten off the
ground,Dumasbelievesthai Colby
officials are now viewing his proposal in a much more positive light.
The system Dumas is selling
filters out organic and inorganic
contaminants, as well as metals. It
is specifically targeted for water
problems such as Colby's.

"The quality of Colby water [in
dininghalls] willbeequal to bottled
water" with this system, said
Dumas.
Dumas is recommending that
Colby install the system he is offeringl since he is able to offer it at a
very low price.
"Ican undercut anyone,"he said,
"because I am a direct link to the
wholesaler."
The cost for installing four units
in each of the dining halls would
amount to no more than $6000, he
said; Maintenance,he said, would
not exceed $1000 per year.
The Dumas proposal will eventually be reviewed by Gordon
Chfeeseman, the associate director
of the physical plant.Q

The water purification system Matt Dumas '91 is trying to sell Colby will only improve the
'
water in dining halls, tap water will still have f" loaties."

* •.

Newsprint Not Enough

Colby recycles mostly low-gr adep aper
By Paul Apple
CONrai-BUTING WRITER
Armed with a rag-tag fleet of
garbage pails and collection bins
across campus, the Colby Recycling Committee collects about 65
bags of paper, each weighing between 30 and 50 pounds, each
week. But most of the 2,60fr lbs. of
paper isnewsprint and magazines,
which is considered "low-grade
paper."
"Colbydoes not recycle well in
terms of high grade paper. They
make it easy on themselves; after
all, newspaper is easier to collect,"
said Mindy McKay, an official at
the Growth Rehabilitation Organization Workshop (GROW).
GROW, which is associated
with the Augusta Mental Health
Institute collects Colby's paper
from Physical Plant once a week
and then sells it to paper companies. But GROW is not making a
profit from Colby.
"Colby should not necessarily
pat themselves on the back," said
McKay. "By the time I sort it (the
paper) processit,bale it, and ship it
to the mill, I lose money." A ton of
low grade paper nets $15-25.
There is a strong market for

high grade paper like clerical and
computer paper generated by administrative offices according to
McKay but "often I have to beg,
borrow and steal to get rid of my
low grade (paper)."
Of the paper recycled by Colby,
"75 percent of it is low grade paper," McKay said.
A statelawmandatingrecycling
was passed last year stating that 25
percent of all municipal solid waste
must be recycled by 1992. By 1994,
50 percent of the waste must be recycled.
"We know that the bulk of our.
waste is paper," said Earl Smith,
dean of the college. "If we can just
separate out our paper, we would
be way ahead of the game,"
Jenny Alfond '92 and the Colby
Recycling committeehave initiated
the current effort to recycle and
conserve. Alfond approached Alan
Lewis, Director of Physical Plant,
about a plan to recycle at Colby
early in the first semester,and Lewis
agreed to an initial program limited to the residence halls, beginning with her own.
With a successful program
under wayin Taylor and other residence halls, recycling was also instituted in the administration offices and in Miller Library late last

semester.
Alfond, Sarah Brown '90, and a
group of volunteers succeeded in
starting'similar campus-wide programs utilizing large,brown paper
bags as recyclable paper receptacles and informational newsletters taped to bathroom stalls and
doors.
The group makes weekly and
bi-weekly pick-ups,usually before
8:00 in the morning, and the collected refuse is stored in a building
which also housestractors and lawn
mowers.
Alfond recognizes recycling is
more difficult than she first antidpated. Some of the biggest problems for the program in the beginning still inhibit effective recycling.
The question of receptacles is
perhaps the largest concern, as
many of the current bins are fire
hazards. The recycling effort in
Woodmanresidencehallwashalted
by an inspecting fire marshall.
Although Alfond's wish list is
long, including a storage facility
and a coordinator employed by the
college, "Colby has been very helpful, especially Keith Stockford,
grounds supervisor, who has been
an incredible influence." Expecting "budget help" for the next academic year,Alfond said, "we're on
the right track."Q

Radon Levels Okay
By Alisa Attardi
FOCUS EDITOR

Colby has some radon, but not
much.
Radon, an odorless gas, can be
carcinogenic when inhaled at high
levels over a long period of time.
"The only problem area is the
basement of the Chapel," said Alan
Lewis, Director of Physical Plant.
But, even in the Chapel where an

excavated basement is most of the
problem, "there isn't anything that
suggests we need immediate action."
Testing has been don$ at 28 sites
on campfus including residence
halls, Miller Library, Runnals Union, and the Chapel, according to
Lewis. Testing done in October,
1988, showed that the concentrations of radon in the air reached 54
picocuries per liter in a' back hall-

way of the chapel basement.
Northeast Laboratory Services,
which conducted the tests, recommended that Colby "take action
within several months to reduce
the level of radon."This is the standard recommendation for areas
with radon concentrations from 20200 picocuries per liter, according
to Lewis.
"Ventilation is one way" to
lower radon concentrations said

A Walk In The Park
By Alisa Attardi
COMMENTARY
There's a masterplansiomewhere.There has tobe. Tucked awayin
someone'sofficeisthebluepmt for Mayflower HillPark/Insomeone's
idea of a perfect world, Colby would look like this;
Lush green grass would grow around the deep blue water of the
algae-freepond*{Gliding through the water would be more than the
usual dozen rented ducks-gracefulswanswould be leased by the day
from Central Park. To be cost efficient, however, the swans would
only be around in late May and early September.
:
In a stunning effort to recreate the Bow-doin Pines, the trees
surrounding the Jffillsidejs would be thinned. It would be possible to
gaze through the trees to the buildings beyond - the rationale being
thatsincetheHillsideshavealreadybeen built,wemustdosomething
to make them look attractive.
In an " attempt to perpetuate the myyth that "Roberts* Row" was
actually built to showcas&Robert's,a reflecting pool woiild bebuilt on
thelawn.
Until Mayflower HilL Park is complete, a .contingency plan has
been developed. Bushes will be planted until more drastic efforts to
eradicate ugliness can b&undertaken.
In many places around campus, the beginning phases of the
master plan are already being implemented.. While the student to
faculty ratio goes;up,the student to grounds-workerratio goesdown.
The grounds crew seems like a harmless bunch, but they are subtly
altering thecampus whilenoone is looking-usuallybetween6am and
9 am,
For instance, there are observable beginnings of a stream flowing
between Grossman and Treworgy. Eventually., a bridge will span the
gurgling brook. Alsoin the makingis a spectacular waterfall. The plan
shows that the steps between the Heights and Dana will be removed
to make way for the crashing water.
The finishing touch to Mayflower Hill Park will be a second pond
built on the current rugby field. As many a rugby player has suspected, the pond has already been started. The water on the field
grows deeper every season.
•_>
Perhaps by the time you return for your 25th reunion, Mayflower
Hill Park will be complete. There will be no remaining vestiges of the
natural Maineenvironment that clutter the campus today, Rumor has
it that they will even be able to suck the dead leaves from the trees
before they hit the ground.Q
Lewis. "The other way is to seal the
area. We have forbidden use of the
areaandare designing ventilation."
The most recent testing, in
March, 1989, showed the levels of
radon to be down to 25 picocuries
per liter in the chaipel basement.

All other areas tested showed
concentrationsof radon to be under
20 picocuries per liter, accordingto
Lewis.
"The only one that is really of
concern to us is the chapel," he
said.Q

Because
75
to
80
Percent Of Colby Students
"Rn
Qg*
cVl
J3 U£>Ilt£ ), choose Mayflower Hill On Looks
By Bob Iasin
MANAGING EDITOR
Colby has found an effective, if
unimaginative, way of solving
eyesores on campus - Bushes.
Not to be confused with the
presidentialtype the Senior Class is
attemotine to eet as its commencc-

ment speaker, the coniferous variety has been planted by the dozens
to embellish some of the less sightly
points of the college grounds.
When new air exchange units
were installed outside>the dean's
office in Lovejoy, lines bf bushes
were planted around the whirling
fans to keep the area near adminis-

¦
photo byMatt Ovios
If you look closely, you can see the air exchange units behind the bushes.

trative headquarters pristine.
Bushes hide an electric utility
service box on the Eustis side of the
Student Center and they obscure
an ugly service entrance at Arey.
Bushes serve asreference points
for drivers who can't see the curb
on snowy dayswhile in other places
they decorate the foundations of
campus buildings, hide unattractive basement window grates, and
keep students on. stairs and established paths and off of the grass.
In short,bushes are everywhere
and have become a cosmetic cureall.
The bush budget is included in
the general landscapebudget which
ranges f rom $2,0OO-$3O,0O0 pery ear
depending on projects needed,
according to Keith Stockford ,
grounds supervisor of Physical
Plant. This year, $10,000 has been
allocated for landscap ing. An
additional $5,000 has also been
provided to plant a hedge of cedar
trees along the tennis courts to act
as a wind- and sunscreen,
Stockford, In his "ma ster plan "
for campus beautification, has also

been a key motivator in Colby's
efforts to plant more flowering trees
in the past few years.
Among some of the other items
on the bush platform this year are
plans for a more aggressive planting program between Robert's an d
the library and between the library
and the chapel,

Citing a study revealing that 7580 percent of applicants choose
Colby because of the appearance of
the campus, Stockford said that
bush planting and other campus
landscaping efforts are not geared
around any particular events, but
are intended to "maintain the campus at high levels all the time."Q

photo by Matt Ovios
If you look closely, you cen see Piper behind the hushes.

How's this sound?

1) Si regularcampusj obas a f acultyresearch
assistant or office worker,
2) Wor/qnfj and livingwith over 70 other
CO£/&y'students;
3) Evening cultural & social events;
4) Weekend excursions to the coast, mountains &
Calcesof Maine.
If all of this sounds interesting to you, then
you should /qtow' ColSy is offering over 70
p ositionsto studentsf orsummer work with p ay
^
up to §530 p er hour.

To app Cy (2(p uncC 0ne2DeadCineMarch 14th), contact
Administrative Services, 'Eustis 3, e?(t 3580
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2 FREE 20 oz. Sodas with
the purchase of a 12" or
16" cheese pizza.
Call

X-333 2

Off e r expir es May 31, 1990,
(I) coupon per order.

FREE Topping with the
purchase of a 12" or a
16" cheese pizza.
Call

X-3332

' Offe r expires May 31/ 1 990.
*
' (I) coupon per order.

FREE 12" cheese pizza
with the purchase of
a 12" or 16" pizza
with' one topping.
„
M
^
Call X-3332
Offe r expires May 3. 1, 1990.*"
(I) coupon per order .
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All Aboard For COOT
The Colby Outdoor Orientation Trip (COOT) program has been widely acknowledged as one of the
college's most successful, least controversial endeavors. For this reason, among others, the recent decision
by the administration to make participation on a trip
mandatoryfor all first-year students and to standardize
the trips at four daysrather than five and three, should
be viewed with some skepticism.

The decision, itself is not a bad one. The waste of having three parent
orientations - one for those whose child went on a three-day COOT, one
for those whose child took a five-day trip, and one for all the parents of
naysayers-will be eliminated, as will the regret that often comes for firstyear students who miss out on the popular program.
The new design will also remove the endless hassles of enforcing dry
week. Now,thefirst-year students will be able to meet the members of
their class and havetheir orientation without the influence of upperclass
students, who may not be adhering to the letter of the law during dry
week.
One of the most troubling aspects of changing COOT is that it was
made with littleorno advice orconsultation from those people who know
most about the COOT. The people who will be directly responsible for
implementing the changes-John Farkas (he was still here during decision
making) and Todd Blake at Stu-A, and the COOT committee - weren't
consulted by the decision makers.
New trips will have to be designed so there will be excursions that
interest and fall within the ability levels of all the COOTers. Some
traditional trips will have to be ommitted because they can't be done in
four days. Itineraries will have to be changed on remaining trips to
accommodate the new four-day schedule. New drop-off and pick-up
points will have to be determined. Lots of leaders will have to be selected
and trained.
Reservations, already proving difficult to book because COOT is
scheduled for Labor Day weekend, will have to be made.
It would have been nice if the administration had been a bit more
tactful and at least had the courtesy to consult those people at COOTas to
the feasibility of the changes.
Making COOT mandatory may also take away much of the mystique
that has been associated with the program. COOT has been fabu lously
successful partlybecauseithasbeenvoluntary. Forcing students to go can
only detract from the image of COOT as a highly popular choice first-year
studentsmake. True,the school will be able to claim that the programnow
has a 100 percent participation rate, but it won't be the same as when 90
percent chose to go.
While the decision to change COOT is not without its merits, the
method by which that decision was made should have been more inclusive. The effect of the changes on the success and popularity of COOT will
only be determined with time.
Fornow, wecait chalk this administrative movein the same column as
the I-PLAY fiasco.Make the decision, tell them about it, give it to them to
implement, and hope it works. I-PLAY didn 't, COOT mi ght.

No Anon ymity
The Colby Echo h as a str ict p oli cy of no t pr i n ti ng anonymous lett ers t o
the editor, This week; we received such a letter. If the author would please
contact us with his or her name, The Echo will be happy to print it in next
week's issue.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Help!

ernments. On March 24 there will
be a rally in Washington, DC, to
commemoratethelOth anniversary
of
the assassination of Archbishop
We in Stu-A agree that a committee on committees is a bit contra- Romero by deathsquads connected
dictory,but we are not sure what to with the current government in El
do!Should we believe your 11/30/ Salvador.A buswillbeleavingfrom
89 editorial suggesting that student Colby at 6:30 pm on Friday night;
representation be strengthened on tickets for the bus are $70.00 roundAll College Committees? Or should trip. To sigh up for the bus or to find
we takeyour quips about such silli- out information regarding buses
ness to heart and just let the system leaving from your hometown area,
be? Send us a sign.
please call me at X3137.
If you cannot makethe DC rally,
Confused, you can call your Congressional
A.K.A. representatives and express your
Tom Sherry opposition to military aid to these
Dan Spurgin repressive governments and to all
aid to the government in El Salva're
dor.
Or, you can go see the powerEditor's Note: We on it guys!
J ust let us get this pap er cut and then ful play, "Peasant of El Salvador,"
at the South Parish Congregational
we'll give you a hand.
Church in Augusta on Saturday,
March 23.
Whatever you choose to do attend the rally,call Congress or see
the play - it may help improve the
lives of the people of Central AmerAs the faculty advisor to the ica.
Michael F. Martin
Colby Coalition for Political Action,
Department of Economics
I would like to thank the organizations and students for making
Central America Week a success.
Because of the generosity of Stu-A,
the Colby Democrats, CHARGE,
Interdisciplinary Studies,the Division of Social Sciences, the History
Department and the Department of
Modern Foreign Languages, we
To tell the truth, I've never been
were able to bring three informa- very keen on the "winning team /
tive speakers to campus. Because of losing team"cheer/taunt at the end
the generosity of the people who of most Colby home basketball
attended the benefit concert, we games this season. However, I was
raised over $1000.00 for AGEUS, particularly disappointed to see its
the student organization of the appearance (however feeble and
University of El Salvador. I'd also attenuated on this occasion) at the
like to thank the performers at the end of Saturday night's Colbybenefit for volunteering their time Amherst classic. Herculean efforts
and talent.
like those displayed by both teams
In the next two weeks you will deserve our respect and our thanks.
have the opportunity to express Those who play in a game of that
your opinion on US aid to these sort should feellucky,and so should
repressive Central American gov- we who watch from the stands. As

Funds , Rall y,
Protest
41

Tasteless
Taunts

far as I'm concerned, there were no
losers on the court last Saturday
night.
Tony Cunningham
Asst. Professor
Dept. of Philosophy and Religion

Thanks From
CWB

On behalf of the Colby Women's
Basketball (CWB), I would like to
thank all of those people who contributed to our very successful season (15-8, second seed in the ECAC
tournament). There are many,and
we would not wish to overlook
anyone. Suffice it to say that those'
in Health Services, the faculty,
Seller's,Physical Plant,Ann Beiling
and Chappy, the Athletics Department staff, Dick Whitmore, Gerry
McDowell and the Men's team, the
Women's lacrosse team, and other
loyal student fans, and the many
fans from downtown your support and help was greatly appreciated. The standing ovation given
the women after the abrupt and
saddening loss to Wesleyan on
Wednesday night will forever be
one of my most poignant memories
of Colby and its people.
On the personal side, while one
could harangue endlessly as to the
"fairness"of one team having 3,000
fans and another "only" 300.,those
who knew CWB know that you are
the fortunate ones for having seen
the effort and intensity displayed
by Jen,Clare,Maeve, Deb,and their
teammates, not only this year, but
in the previous three as well; In an
imperfect world, the joy of what is
good and honest transcends all
other issues and,CWB,you were
good!
Gene B. DeLorenzo
Department of Athletics

g
Let 's Settle This Moose Thin
and brave enough to stop the pulp

Let's get the record straight on
this moose business. The one who
really started the whole thing was
our acting president, Bob
McArthur. In 1983, when ho was
dean of admissions, ho went looking for a Colby poster design that
high school guidance teacher .would actually put on their walls.
While every other college had
pretty vistas of their "library towersatsunsetorsunr.se,we thought
a moose in tho middle of a Maine
pond mi ght get the upper hoof*
We were right, of course, and the
demand was so great that the
poster was reprinted twice. (Some
thought the poster lacked an academic slan t and f or them there
was a limited edition showing the
same moose with glasses and a
textbook on the near rock.)
Anyway, the idea caught on
and before you could say, "The
Moose is Loose," these were folks
around clamoring to change the
mascot. Surey I supported the idea ,

It made .sense, That same year,
nimrods around the . state wore
itching to have an op*r . soisonon
moose.Some thOughfcthdt if Colby
adopted the animal, students
might feel so'rno pity -and hold sitindemon6 .mtionsintheTenThousand Acte Tract or riiaybe picket
the tagging station at? M.ajo,
i

Well,it was not to be, In the first
place, no one could figure out how
a college mascot got changed .The
by-laws have no such provision.
The Echo supported the idea but, as
everybody knows, the Echo is always read and never loved. Worst

Earl Sniith

GUEST COLUMN
of all, it turns out that there are
actually quite a few folks who really do like tbe idea of having the
stubborn offspring of an ass as a
mascot.Civingup fraternitiesisone
thing;getting rid of the you-knowwhat seems to be quite another,
But lot'sbehoncst here, itisn 't a
lot of fun the iitst time you have to
tell someone the name of the thing
we have as a mascot, Admit it,you
stare at the old Bean Boots when
you have to admit it to a stranger,
The only time I have ever seen one
of the things is at a football game/
imported from alocal farm,usually
not white but a dull gray to match
its eyes which never iSeom to focus
on the game at all. And, most embarrassing, tjhe thing is sterile which,come to think ofit, probably
explains tho blank look,
On the other
: hand, moose symbolize what a mascot should be,
they comein "both pexosand are big

trucks on Route 201. And the ones
I have known are also sprightly
and proud and have the good
sense not to limit their campus
appearances to Saturday afternoon football games.
But, please, don 't anyone
blame me if there is a revolution.
BlameBob McArthur if you -want
to, , but not me. I never speak or
write the what's-its-name . anyway.And, lest anyonebe misled
by the moosememorabilia to my
office,letmcexplain.Thewoioden
moose plaque was made be
friendsatB&C fromthebottcmof
a chairthatleft Perkins-Wilsonby
way of the window. The moose
rack In the outer office was given
to me by a man,in Vienna whoso
wifegavohim a choice.The moose
outfi t was presented by my
brother,a Massachusettspreacher
who likes costume parties , The
largcmooseprintOn thowaHisby
an honorary Colby graduate,
Robert Bateman, and was given
to me by a moose-loving alumna.
inFfarida. And I boughtthemooso
hat myself, not because of the
antlers, but because of the warm
oar flaps.
The Big Mistake was made a
long time ago. Joe Smith (a nice
Moose Continued Oh Pa#e 12

OPINION
Secrecy Feeds Apathy
By Mary Beth Heiskell
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Once again, the administration
has tried to conceal a potential
health risk from the Colby student
body. Last year, it was the issue of
questionable amounts of lead in
Colby's water. This year it is the
discovery that asbestos can still be
found in a large number of buildings on campus.
Studentsdeservetobe informed
of the major projects occurring at
Colby,especially when theyinvolve
potential health hazards. While asbestos exists primarily in the pipe

needs to send our NESCACrivals
into uncontrollable quivers,but if
-the mascot isn't intimidating, it
should at least lie unique,or at the
¦very least, humorous.
Case in point: Duke Blue Devils, Arkansas Razorbacks, Georgetown Hoyas, Cal-State Fullerton Banana Slugs. Can you draw
a picture of any of the above? Do
you think the Banana Slugs are
particularly worried about the
image their mascot promotes of
their school? (I happened to have
learned, from a biology major in
the know, that a Banana Slug is a
very, very,stubborn creature!)
Let's just pretend for a moment that the Bullwinkle crowd
wins. It would be a shame to leave
it at just the Colby Moose. At least
put somekind of adjective in there
to get the ol' blood pumping.The
Maniac Moose, The Marauding
Moose. The Mamby-Pam by
Carver Continued On.Page 12

five years and cost $4 million.
Obviously,the;removal of asbestos
is an expensive and time consuming process that cannot be completed instantaneously. But, the
magnitude and severity of the asbestos problem should mandate
that the student body be made
aware that the removal project is
underway. '>
The administration should not
try to hide potential health hazards
from students.Rather,it should fulfill its responsibility to inform the
student body of all campus events
that could affect their lives.
It seems that the administration
feels that students - who trudge
through treacherous weather conditions to work out at the fieldhouse, observe National Nutrition
Week and refused to aliow all of the
cigarette machines back to campus
- have no concern for their health.
Hidden issues such as the lead
content of the water and the presence of asbestos in the buildings in
which students live, work and
study, indicate that the student
body seems to have lost some control overmaintainingitsownhealth.
The administration,by deciding not
to make an issue of these problems,
is unjustly forcing detrimental
health consequences on an ignorant student body.
It is time for the administration
to open up better lines of communication with the Colby community,
because we deserve an informative
and honest update of the status of
life on campjis. Maybe the reason
Colby students are sometimes labeled apathetic is because they are
sometimes kept uninformed of the
important issues surrounding
them.0

reason, some students were reluctant to accept it at first, but now the
building seems to have become all
too inviting.
Most students make their way
to the Student Center at least once a
d ay, if not more. Students spend a
great deal of time there and do not
seem to realize that they may be
neglecting other important things,
such as academics. Each day, mail
is picked up at the post office and
missed meal is served at the Spa.
On Fridays and Saturdays the Student Center becomes the "social

center for many campus parties.
Here you can see that the Student
Center is no longer simply a student union, but instead,becomes a
place of amusement and diversion.
I think that many students, including those who enjoy spending
time in the lounge area, eating at
the Spa,drinking beer, and partying on weekends, should also realize that Colby has failed in its attempts to provide a new focus for
campus life. There is not much of an
improvement on the old fraternity
system because this establishment

insulation in many mechanical
rooms on campus, it can also be
found in painted floor tiles and ceiling interiors of several halls, the
infirmary, and the chapel.
Most areas are not frequented
by students and employees. But,
the gym ceiling,which isopenly exposed,is an exception.Currently,it
is one of the top priority areas to
undergo asbestos removal,but this
does not prevent it from being an
ongoing health risk.
The college has been removing
asbestos from campus for the past
few years. Proposed plans estimate
that completing the job will take

Down With Bullwinkle
By Jeremy Carver
CONTRIFUTING "WHITER
Let's get serious for a second
here. I'm a White Mule, you're a
White Mule,and that's what it is.
But,someamongus feel our mascot is anything but sacred and
have taken the liberty of offering
a few choice substitutes.
The Dolphins?
Hey, I can sympathize with
Mr. Earth's request, but if you
want to see a dolphin, take a trip
to Seaworld, and, while your at
it,be sure to catch Baby Shamoo's
act too. (The Colby Shamoos?
Wait a second, that's not such a
bad idea. See below.)
Now let's deal with the greater
of the two evils - The Colby
Moose.
It sends a chill up my spine.
Bring it on Bullwinkle. I'm certainly not saying that a mascot

Student Center Too Invitin g
By Carol N. Johnson
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

For all five years of its existence, the Student Center has been
an extraordinarily popular place
among students here at Colby. But
it has its share of problems.
The Student Center houses the
Spa, the post office, banking machine, information desk, student
association offices, and the commons room. The Student Center
replaced a system of fraternities
abolished at Colby in 1984. For this

A Day At The Auction

- Shewas very attentiveto all the
students and tried lo answer their
questionsthordughly.But,therewere
stillthosef etostudentewho&ttin the
back of the room who app eared as
attention
though they werep a y i ng
Bob Lian
undtooknoteshutj ieoeropenedthevr
THE AFTERNOON OFF
moiiths. On a f e woccasions, the
teap herwould call on one of those
Thep rofessorwattedin theroom students whosehand,movingranand arrangedher notes and.bookson domly hy their f a c re had caught her
thetdbleinfrontof herasthestudentsattention.
Other people in thfe crowd
slowly f i l e dinto their seats *
Peoplemoved quickly to their who were Just spectators had to
seats and half listened to ihe rules watch very carefullythewaythey
of the auction as they prepared scratchedtheir ear orrubbed their
their numbers for bidding. Mr. nose for fear that theymay wind
Julia's helpers moved near the up owning that $2,950, mustard
review stand the antique furni- yellow weathervaneor that $225
ture, paintings, model sailing genuine Souix Indian effigy of a
ships, and other items from the lizard with a child'snaval inside.
Mortified of saying something
estates of a wealthydoctor from
Orono and another family from wrongorpossibly embarrassing, the
quietstudent would quicklyjam the
Portland .
Students unzipped their bags, wanderinghand into their lap and
their note- mumble "j ust had an itch/ or "H
shuffled p ap e, arranged
r
books to p rep aref o rthe day 'slecture wasnothing " Somejustshooktheir
and casually glanced ober a series af heds"no!'
handouts that the professorwas disThe auctioneer would continue
bidding up an item until
tributing.
Then Mr. Julia went to work. there were no more takers at
Ttte professor cleared her throat which point he would sound off
and began the lecture,
thetraditional "goingonce,going
The audience,many of wh om twiiiiiiiice, sold to number 154
were professional antique collec- for-such-and-such a price." For
tors, was small foraweekend auc- the bidder who wanted the item
tion at Julia's because of a snow- but waited a millisecondtoo long
storm so thebidding was expected and lost out, therewasa sense of
to be less competitive than usual. disappointment. There may not
- Deals were to be found today. be another opportunity togetthat
Bothstudentsattdteacherrelished 18th century Chippendale armthe idea of havingsuch a smallclass. chair or that antique Steif f teddy
Unlike the huge lecture classes, you bear.
For thesilent student,it wasm~
didn'tfedl ikesudtajerkifyouwanted
to makea commentorask a question. other class just like all the others.
Eventually,participating becamethe Maybeor maybenot do the reading,
ride and with only a few exceptions, quietly take notes making sure to
aooyl eye contactwith theprof., take
everyonespoke,
He started with small pewter the'exam,do the paper,and you're
and ceramicvasesandworxedhis aU si&
way up to thelarger furniture and
*They missed out on a golden
paintings* Mr. Julia would call opportunity.
out a bid and repeat it as fast as heClass is not an auction* You
could until he or one of his assis- wont' get stuck with a $1,700model
tants noticed a nonchalant flick of saitingshipf orp uttingyourhandup
the wrist or nod of the head from and makinga comment. And4 who
someone in the audience indicat- JfcMoiutt,youmayevensay something
insightfulDi
ing they were interested.
'TLadiesandGenilemen/cried
auctioneerjamesjuliaashestruck
his gavel on the lectern,- "please
clear the viewing area,"

provides an opportunity for students to neglect their more important studies and perform socially in
an environment where entertainment, food ,and alcohol are readily
available. In actuality, the Student
Center is only part of a small, but

Student
s
On
The
Street
Do you think COOT trips should be made mandatory for fi rs t - year students ?
Andy Shpiz '91
"I personally had a great time on
my COOT trip, and it's a great
opportunity to meet students. It
should be used instead of an orientation program. I think it should be
man datory,but with more options."

growing number of distractions
from academic and personal pursuits here at Colby.
Many students might say that
the Student Center is not a distraction because of its accessibility to
Inviting Continued On Page 12

Joe Terry '93
"Well, I think about 80% already
^ can't
go. It's a great idea, but you
force people to go who don't want
to go."

Tracey Bish op '90
"I think it' s a great id ea because

Brooke Coleman '92
"No, not , mandatory because it
t akes thefun ou t of goingon them
if people feel forced to go. They
will feel that they have no choice."

,, i
Jon Millard '90
"Yeah, I do. I feel that , you ,mak e
such good frien ds on COQT find
it's a good way to know people/.It's
nice to havea support net work since
vou're in a now experience."

it's a great way to start your collego experience."
^

Eric Russman '91

"I think COOT is a great opportunity, but some peoplejust can't do
it for financial or other reasons."
photos by Robyn Closer

Carver

hairy,ornery,funny-looking White
Mule. Not the WallyWoild Moose
Continued f rom p a g e11
and certainly not Hipper. I see a
" i
Moose. Something 's gotta' get White Mule.
added in there!
Truthfully, I've never seen a real
Yet why do I have this forebod- white mule, but I haven't exactly
ing feelingthat the same crowd who received any Banana Slug Watchwantsus to bethe Moosewill proba- ers of America information pambly choose the adjective as well? phlets in the mail either. The mule
With our luck we'll end uptheColby might not promote the "image"
White-tailed,Speckled Mooseor the Colby is looking for,but if image is
Colby Carabasset Valley Moose.
what we so desperately crave, we
All I'm saying is, forget the mi ght as well just call ourselves the
moose. And please, PLEASE, for- Colby Diversified,Number twentyget the dolphin (unless we can be three in the country, Liberal Artthe Destroyin' Dol phins, which sters.
kinda'taints the desired image). As
Yeah, but the White Mules,you
far as this issue is concerned, I re- moose-loversstill insist? Well it gets
ally couldn't care less if I can see a a laugh from my friends once in a
dolphin among the stars. I take one while. Makes those Domino's guys
look into the eyes of my fellow stu- think twice about coming on camdents - the hoopster shooting a pus.Humorous,Fearful, and above
three pointer, the determined lad at all, Unique. In my book,th at 's not
the card catalogue, the spirited lass such an awful image to promote.
on the dance floor - and what do I And unless anyone's up for. the
see staring back at me chewing on Fighting Shamoos, hey, I'm
some cud? A White Mule. A big, fat, satisfied.Q

The Beauty Of Bureaucracy
By Paul Argiro
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
As Dan Spurgin said, *any organization has a bureaucracy and
it's not necessarily a bad thing." I
agree, up to a point. Let's face it,
the world is a bureaucratic place.
When humans have to interact
with other humans, it turns out
this way. But Colby's bureaucracy is turning into a bad thing.
After all,there is nowa committee
to look at other committees."
After seeing what bureaucrats
and some students studentsthink.
I believe you'll find that there is a
gap between officials and students .
My aim was to contact all the
commonspresidents,Tom Sherry,
and Dan Spurgin. I spoke with
the team of Sherry-Spurgin, but I
was only able to contact Mary
Low Commons president Chris
Malcomb. Here is what they said:
1) there is definitely a bureaucracy here at Colby; 2) students
feel they are being left out of
important decisions; and 3) the
student body has to be better informed so they can feel less de-

tached. '
Our elected officials also said
that Colby has come a long way
with getting students involved in
decision making. For example,the
commons systemis designed to give
the students avoice. Unfortunately,
as Dan said,"everybody'sgotopinions and it is difficult to make everybody happy," Right on Dan.
Students at Colby are not happy-at
least not the ones I surveyed.
Itookasurveyof the30 students
and asked, "Do you feel there is a
bureaucracy at Colby "arid, if so, to
what extent?"
Of the 30, only one person was
completely indifferent.," Two said
theythought peopleon qampus -took
things too seriously; two thought
that efforts to get students involved
cametoo late (i.e. I-Playforum three
months after the decision); eight
answered, "I don't know"; and the
rest thought there were moderate
or high levels bureaucracy here.
Some of those who recognized
the bureaucracy gave me a list of
recent "bureaucratic decisions":1)
no red meat in Foss dining hall; 2)
COOT is now mandatory for ALL
students; 3)I-Play; 4) no I-Play during January except a 3-on-3 tourna-

ment which was scheduled on
Super Bowl Sunday;5) the hiring
and firing of professors"(are evaluations read?); 6) "Commons
Unity" (doesn't room draw determine where you live?).
Okay, now what?
Well,"the stronger the student
body is, the lesser the bureaucracy. In other words, "the more
the students understand things'",
said Sherry, "the stronger the students' voice will be".
Malcomb agreed.
"Students should get more involved/'hesaid."Readyour Commons Constitution,go to your Hall
Meetings."
People complain about apathy
at Colby,but there is a reason for
this. One of the respondants explains, "People are afraid to say
anything without having someone looking over their shoulder."
This is the problem.
No one should be afraid to say
things they truly believe. If you
are.critical of Colby and feel a
change needs to be made, do
something about it. I understand
the hesitation - after all, we are
sick of hearing "'We'll form a committee to look into that."Q
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Invitin g

ment would be the establishment of
a cinema for viewing educational
Continued f rom p age 11
materials in the field of students'
mail and missed meals. But they interests. This could become a
fail to realize how much time is motivating force for students to
spent retrieving mail and standing achieve a more "serious" college
in line for missed meal. Thus, little life and yet refrain from neglecting
time is left for studying. The Stu- their studies.
dent Center is close to classrooms,
The Student Center, represents
and more importantly, the library. only one aspect of change at Colby.
Its location, right in the center of It should be a compli men t to the
campus, shows us that there is no trustees of Colby who invested 2.8
division between work and play million dollars in the building of
here at Colby.
the Student Center, that some stuColby students should pay more dents enjoy it so much and try to
attention to factors like the Student make it an integral part of their
Center that can distract from aca- lives. But, it should become worridemic studies and come up with al- some, if it becomes a major distracternative suggestions. Another tion that can affect them
approachis needed. Areal improve- academically.Q

Moose

Continued f rom p age 10

man, but no relation) the Echo editor in 1923, did this awful thing all
by himself.We would never let such
things happen today. We would
have a committee with just the right
balance of men and women, bird
and mammal lovers, and representatives from the student body, faculty,trustees,staff and other friends.
Did the Universityof Arkansashave
such a committee when they were
liking for a mascot? You bet they
did, and today they're are quite
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\f e pay cash for your
; used textbooks
every day !
Come see us!

The Iron Horse
Bookstore

10 Railroad Sq., Waterville

872-0939

°P cn

M-Th,10-7
F&S, 10-9

proud of being known as the Boll
Weevils. And did USC get the Trojan Horse by accident? Not by a
long shot (if you'll excuse the expression).
I don't know where things go
from here; I just know I want no
part of it. Maybe we really should
let a large committee decide. Perhaps waitfor theice to leaveJohnson
Pond, put all the moose people on
one side and all the you-knowwhats on the other,and have a tugof-war to settle this thing once and
for alio
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GATEWAY TO THE '90 s

SENIOR

PLEDGE

PRESENTS

t¥ LAST LECTURE SERIES W

"Beleza Tropical'':
Reflections on Brazil

Patrice Franko-Jones
assistant professor of economics
Monday, March 12
Lovej oy 215
7:00 p'.m.
\

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Mean Cuisine:
It*s Time To Chow Down At Tom and Natalie's
cials included everyone s favorite
breakfast treat: beans.
I had the standard Bieakfast
Special right off of the menu. This
consistedof eggs,bacon, home fries,
/ yl s promised, this week's and toast- no substitutes allowed
/ l review presents another and all for the low, low price of
,iepisode in our search for
j ^\
$2.50. What a bargain! My companthe one true breakfast joint of the ion, who wishes to remain anonyGreater Central Maine Area. How- mous, thoroughly enjoyed her/his
ever, due to a spur of the moment cheese omelette. Furthermore, the
road trip,this week'sedition will be coffee, service, and atmosphere
sans- Carl. (That means without complimented a very will prepared
Carl.)
breakfast. Plus, its the cheapest
Acting on an anonymous tip, a breakfast, and some of the hi ghest
friend and I headed out past Fair- quality, that I've come across yet.
field on route 201 towards SkowSo,you ask, is this the One breakhegan. Hey, this place is great! Not fast joint? Well,without Carl around
only do they have the standard I'd hate to make any decision of
breakfast fare (including yet another such international importance as
rendition of our old friend the that one. I'll rate the Eating House,
Macho Steak Special,) but they have once again using the now-familiar
daily specials. One of today's spe- pancake stack .rating system pioBy Chi p "Carl" Smith and
John "Sp aulding" Hayworth
COMMENTARY

neered by Carl and myself, four
stacks of pancakes.
That puts it on an even keel with
The Open Hearth Cafe, which, by
the way, I understand has seen a
flurry of Colby students since our
strongrecommendationwas issued.
The two places are about even.
Perhaps the only advantage that
the Eating Househas over the Open
Hearth is space.
So, if your driving out College
Ave. and The Open Hearth seems
to have too many cars with the telltalered stickers onthebumper (right
after we advertised that one of its
attributes was the lack of Colby
students) head on down past Fairfield to Tom and Natalie's Eating
House.

a.m. until 11:30 a.m. for Breakfast
11:30a.m. until 2:00 p.m. for Lunch.

meal specials would buy you an
entire pack of sugar free breath
mints at the bookstore,or two packs
Mean Cuisine Question Cor- at the Iron Horse. It just goes to
ner.This week we focuson the Spa show there are plenty of ways to
as a culinary genre. Basically we save money if you find the right
were assaulted with mailbags full loopholes.
of questions concerning your faOur second question
vorite alternative eating spot. Our comes from field hockey magnate
first question comes from Michael Ernilie "the Dogger" Davis, who
Doubleday, President of the Class asks, "What exactly is Spa-Gras? "
of '90.5 and Owner and founder of Well Dogger, to be truthful its alBuck-A-Dog Inc. Mike queried, most an exact replication of the
"Are the specials at the spa as eco- bachnalian festival on Fat Tuesday
nomically enticing as we are lei to except that its in freezing central
believe!" Well Mike, being in the Maine and its about one half perfood business yourself, you should cent of the people and its "not any
know full well the definition of fun. We will say that the missed
empty gimmicks. After consulting meal line ressembled the hordes on
our personal financial analyst,Sen- Bo-urbon street except for the naior Econ. major Rick Kasten, we kedness and craziness. But it was a
Hours: Monday-Saturday,5:30 were astounded to learn that your good try anywayO
a.m. until 8:00 p.rn.. Sunday, 5:30 savings from one week of missed

\Echo Interview:

Tickling The Ivories

again, neither did anyone else.
By John Hawke
E.- How did you come to Colby?
B.W.- Well, the very first time I was
STAFF WRITER
hitchhiking from Bar Harbor to San Francisco. I stopped at Colby for a pit stop.
/TI ill Wallace is a facu lty member in
E.- How have students changed since
™ "^ Colby 'sappliedmusicprogram,where you were in college?
/
-g4 J he teaches piano.
B.W.- Today's- social and economic cliEcho.-You're known as a very popular mate has made many students too aware of
teacher around campus. What do you at- the art of the resume. Some students seem
tribute this to?
middle aged already, and lack a spirit of
Bill Wallace- I love what I do, and I adventure and curiosity. They seem to
think my students can tell that. A hand prefer that which they know to that which
injury, common to professional musicians, they don't. Students in the past craved new
and diverse experience, which they
pursued with passion and a healthy
sense of rebellion. Of
course, there are exceptions and generalizations are often
inaccurate.
E.- Do you meet
many non-music
students?
B.W.- Teaching
thirty-five hours a
week makes it difficult. I meet most
non-music students
at Johnson Commons where I'm a
faculty associate.
Also,in the evenings
when I'm practicing,
students will drop
by my studio to talk.
E.- How do you
toto L,z Nor
P
think
the change.in
^
^
Music Professor Bill Wall ace
tho social and ecoforced me to abandon a concert career, at nomic climate to which you refered earlier
least temporarily. Instead , I seek satisfac- has affected society at large?
tion in sharing my enthusiasm for music
B.W.- The Rea gan-Bush legacy of diswith Colby students.
tracting people from pressing issues, by
E- Did you have a special teacher , or going on crusades which deal with politimentor?
cally safe problems, like the drug issue or
B.W.- Actually, one of each. When I was flag-burning, has rendered the media-satutwelve, I began studios with a great pianist rated populace confused , apathetic and
nanj ed Stanley Hummel. He brought mc to without abil ity to prioritize. In this country;
concertsatCari.cgicHall ,and took nicback- news is entertainment. In some, newspastage to meet world class musicians, The pers, the day Mandela was released, the
first ten minutes of each lesson with him we Trurn p divorce made headlines instead.
sat face to face playing mental ches s, i.e. no
Ii.- On a lighter note, what do you think
board or pieces. He fell that this sort of con- of today's pop mu sic scene? , > '' '
centration was essential training for a
D.W.- Actually, I like a lot of it, espemusician. Later, at Oberlin,I studied with a cial ly, The Smiths, Tom Waits, an d Ka t e
Buddhist monk from Tibet. He was my Bush .
.
'
guide in meditation. Also, he taught mo to
E.- Briefly, what do like least and most
recognize the danger s of fear, power, and about Colby?
desire. I came away from the experience
B.W.- Least; politics. Most: thb well
realizing that I knew nothing, but, then manicured lawns, and (laughing) studcnts.Q

Rapp in' Fi ve Times
By Brent Livingston
A&E EDITOR

ount 'em! Not one, not two,three,or
g
even
four, but a whopping
the five rap
*
artists
performed
in
Student
^t^y
Center Saturday night, entertaining an enthusiastic Colby crowd with some catchy lyrics and an occasional "mixed" dance tune.
The show started off with a duo from
Boston called Rated R. The two motivated the
early party-goers by colorfully coaxing the
balcony observers down to the dance floor.
Particularly notable was the superb
"scratching" by their backup man D.J. Reese,
who dazzled the crowd with his dextrous behind-the-back "scratching".
Following Rated R was probably themost
impressive act of the evening. Manju ,a group
from New York City, led off with a husband
and wife rapping team that was backed by
two dancers. Thepurple-shirted , chain-laden
pair did incredible synchronized splits and
other moves to a rhythmic back beat, Eventually, the N.Y. dynamos pulled several students up on stage who displayed theii own
formidable dancing ability.
Manju wassucceeded byM.C Divine,welldressed, solo artist from Boston who kept the
crowd thoroughly entertained with his humorous lyrics despite a problem with the
sound system.After his performance,hewent
into the crowd and with the students.
During an intermission in the concert,
Rusty the Toe Jammer called about thirty
females on stage to engage in some clever
conversation. He proceeded to toss chocolate kisses, photographs, and free alhums
into tho audience. While he did not DJ with
his feet as his name implies, Rusty later
manned the. turntables for his own act.

photo by Liz Nordby
Rapp in ' in the Student Center
The final and best-known entertainers of the
evening, T.D.S. Mob was more professional
and rehearsed thanthiepreviousbands.Their
lyrics were insightful and reflective of the
current racial problems in the city of Boston
and refreshingly more optimistic than expected.
"We always try to relay a positive message - or at least not negative," said Michael
. K. Shelton, DJ for T.D.S.Mob. They "rocked"
the crowd until the evening's end.
The rap concert was a unique event for
Colby, leaving all who went feeling satisfied
that they had not attended another "typical"
Student Center party.Q

Angel City Opens In Strider
/ r arn Shcpard 's semi-autobiographico I play Angel Ci ty opened in Stridor
\|
L J Theater last night and will continue
^
through
Saturday.
The play, which is based on Slicpard 's
experience in the film-making industry, revolves around attempts to save an $8million
movie project from financial disaster.

The play ends with the characters realizing "they are trapped forever in a web of
greed, corruption , and decadence," according to the Colby Performing Arts Progra m
(CPAP).
"Angel City is a searing commentary on
commercialism in film and explodes many
common myths about movies, movie-makers, and movie stars," according to CPAP.
Performed as this year's Senior Seminar
Project, the cast and crow include senior
performing Arts majors Bill Hamilton , Chris
Swaffor, Rich Marcus and Jill Vollwoilor,
The show also features original music by
members of The Morning G nus , who will
perform live.
All shows aro at 8 p.m.. For reservations,
call x3338.Q
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Ext ra

Thursday, March 8

I

j 5:00 : Tray Dinner Presentation on France,Robins Room,
Roberts, part of International Week at Colby.
j 7:00 and 9:15 : Stu-A film "Lethal Weapon IT, Lovejoy 100
I 8:00 : Author Carol Maso, reading as a part of the Annual
Visiting Writer's Series, Robinson Room, co-sponsored
by the Colby Women's Studies Program
I 8:00 : Film : Harold and Maude in the Mary Low Coffeehouse

Friday, March 9
|5:00 : Tray Dinner Presentation on Angola, Robins Room,
Roberts, part of International Week at Colby
I 7:00 and 9:15 : Stu-A film "Lethal Weapon II", Lovejoy 100
|8:00 : The High Street Band playing in the Mary Low Coffee
"' |
house.
|8:00 : The Portland Concert Association presents Jean-Pierre
Rampal, Portl and City Hall Auditorium,featuring music
from Haydn, Beethoven, Kuhlau, Debussy and Boiling,
encompassing music from the 18th century to the pres
ent. Call 772-8630 for more information.
^ . 8:15 : The Bates Concert Series presents the award-winning Bo
,. j
realis Wind Quintet performing Samuel Barber's Sum
tner Music,Olin Arts Center Concert Hall,Bates College.
Call 786-6135 for more information.
" j 9:00 Commons Party in the Student Center from 9-1a.m.

Haavik.
The Blue Flames will be at John Martin's Manor Fr iday March 9 and
Saturday March 10. Shows start at 9:30
This weekend at T.Woody's on the concourse enj oy the sounds of live
band The Deal' .
The Melod y Ranch in Fairfield Center presents Singles Club on Friday
night, March 9and on Saturday, March 10 B.Y.O.B.(Over 21)
f ea t ur ing 'Boomerang '.
The He rit age House, Rt. 201 N., 260 Madison Ave., Skowhegan. Ele
gant D ining in the romant ic atmosp here of a renova t ed 19th
century home.
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Colby College:

Exhibits

Annual Colb y Art Faculty Show H ighlig hts Pr ints, Drawings
and Pa intings of Sco t t Reed, visiting assistant professor. Open ing

Reception Sunday March 11, from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. Exhibit runs
'Voug h April 11.
Bates College (Olin Arts Center) :
Italy : One Hundred Years of Photography ,a century of romanticism and realism studied through the impartial lens of the camera .
Bowdoin College (Walker Art Building): Marsden Hartley in Bavaria,
throug h April 14. Paper Horses: Popular Chinese Woodcuts, throug h
April 29.

MorieS

Saturday, March 10
j 7:00 and 9:15 :Stu-A film "Lethal Weapon II", Lovej oy 100
j 7:00 : Celebrate Mandela! In honor of Nelson Mandela and new
hope for freedom in South Africa, the International Club
and program of International Affairs present Hotep
Galeta, jazz pianis t, and professor of African and Afri
can-American music at the University of Hartford, in
concert with the music of African Diaspora, Lorimer
Chapel.
j 8:00 : Concert :Maine folksinger and guitarist Anni Clark.
Chase Hall Lounge, Bates College.
v.
| 9:00 : Charity Ball in the Paige Common Room, tickets available
at the Stu-A Office. All proceeds to b enef it th e Maine
Children's Fund. Music provided b y T.S. Jazz .

Sunday, March 11

Thursday throug h Saturday at 8:00 p.m., Angel City, written by Sam
Shephard will be presented in Runnals. Crossing the fine line
bet ween the world of the movies and rea lity/ the play is d irected
by Bill Hamilton and includes live music composed by Alec

j 5:00 : Tray Dinner Presentation on Sri Lanka, Robins Room,
Roberts, part of International Week at Colby
\ 7:30 : Lecture : former head of the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political
Alliance, Chase Hall Lounge, Bat es College

Hoyt's Cinema Center, 250 Kennedy Memorial Drive
Stanley and Iris , TG", 1:10, 7:10, 9:30
Blazes, 'R', 1:00, 7:00, 9:40
Driving Miss Daisy, story of a tension-ridden relationship be
tween.a chauffeur and his employer, nine Academy
Award nom., 'PG', 1:30, 7:30, 9:45
Hard to Kill, 'R' , 1:40, 7:40, 9:55. Stars Steven Segal, Action
Thriller.
Stella, 'PG', 1:20, 7:20,9:35. Starring Bette Midler.
Born on the 4th of July, about former Vietnam veteran Ron
Kovic, eight Academy Award nqm., 'R', 7:00, 9:50
Little Mermaid , two Academy Award nom., 'G' - Walt Disney
Production, 1:00, 3:00
Railroad Square Cinema
A Flame in My Heart , until March 8, at 7:00 p.m. Directed by
Alain Tanner. In French with English subtitles.
Shirley Valentine, 'R',until March 8, at 9:15 p.m. Journey of self
discovery, with Pauline Collins, Tom Conti. Directed
by Lewis Gilbert.
Music Box, starring Jessica Lange (Academy Award nomi
nee), starting March 9, 7:00, and 9:30, also Saturday
and Sunday at 1:00 p.m.

iJwWJWWW ^^

Take A Journe y To Downtown Waterville
By Craig Appelbaum
ASST. A&E EDITOR

aah, the life of a college
^/ i student! We pass our
/\
m/ L-days so leisurely and
carefree that we often forget there is
a world out there, beating to an entirely different drum . Yes, beleaguered student, let The Echo take
you where Arthur Frommcr would
not dare to go - into the heart of
Wa.cTvUle,US. of A.
President Cotter advises every
graduate to join the public library
inhis orhernoighborhood,so where

better to begin our journey than at
the Watorvilk Public Library?
Situated directly before the Concourse, and often overlooked by
Colby students,thebuildingis quite
impressive with its spiral dome and
the sign over the entrance, with
'public' written with a V (the response I got -"because that 's the
way the Greeks spelled it").
Upon entering the building, I
was struck by its antique interior,
which, with its wooden floors and
oak tables, seems like a throwback
to the twenties. Further inspection
reveals that the entire collection of
books is a throwback to tho twen-

ties as well; not that this.should
deter you from a visit. Far from it.
The great part about this library is
to be found in the periodical room,
where you will find real magazines
like People, Newsweek, and GQ, unlike the Colby library, which prides
itself on its mercurial collection of
such obscure titles as Ada Psychiatrica Scandinavia ,TheJ ournal of Symbolic logic, and Progress in Neuropsychopharmacology.
An extra plus at the WPL - they
got issues of newspapers on the
sam e d ay they "arc published ,
whereas with our own library we
must wait at least a day for current

runs of the NY Times and the Globe
(unless, of course, yotfrely solely
on The Waterville Sentinel for your
information , which is currently the
only newspa per for which the Colby
libra ry receives same-day-dclivcry). So, if you're in the mood for
lighter reading and a different atmosphere, pay the WPL a visit.
Next up is Joe's Smoke Shop,
which,in addition to a well-stocked
selection of smoke and tobacco
products, carries a full Iinoof magazines and newspapers otherwise
hard to find or unavailable in Waterville (they even carry The Village
Jour«ey Continued On Page 16

" TAKE A BREAK "
Come to Camden, ME.
Enjoy the quiet,
romantic elegance of

Windward House
Bed & Breakfast

The perfect getaway just a
few short steps from the
harbor and village shops.
Special reduced rates
during March & April!
Call 1-236-9656
for reservations.
Jon & Mary Davis
I nn k ee p ers

CLASSIFIEDS/PERS ONALS

Australi a Study
Abroad

Personal:

Journey

ing when you have intense hunger
pains and absolutely nothing in
Waterville is open?
Your answer is the newest entry
into the battle for consumer dollars
in Waterville, Shaw's Super Mart.
And super it is, with aisle upon aisle
of every f ood-stu ff imaginable. Like
the Super Shop'n'Save at Elm City
(but not the Concourse), the new
Shaw's is open 24 hours. I walked in
at 2:30 in the morning last Saturday
and was the only one there,but was
still greeted with a friendly (though
somewhat tired) smile.
So if you have transportation
available and feel like going shopping in the early hours of the morning, head on over to Shaw's. You
won't be disappointed , and you'll
get all those food samples for
yourself.Q

Chaton,
PAIS GAFFE! Une grande surprise
.'attend!
Ton Minou

Uneor two semester summer programs.
Paid internships available. Apply now
for summer and fall 1990. For information on the BEST study abr oad program
in the world,call: 1-800-245-2575.

Continued from page 15
Voice) . They also have a full selection of comic books - dubiously
located ri ght next to the pornograp hy rack - and even carry, oddl y
enough, a full line of the latest
romance novels.
More important to theconsumer
are the little things which separate
thisstore from theordinary, suchas
the friendly service,thesmoke shop
atmosphere,and the extra SI .25they
tack on to the cover price of
Sunday's NY Times ("It's because
where not located within the necessary 250 mile radius oi New York,
so we have to charge more").
But what if tobacco and maga
zines are the last thing you need,
particularly at 3o'clock in the morn-

MEL GIBSON OAMNY GLOVER
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Classic designer clothing for men and women.
Bring your valid college ID and receive
an additional 15% off the ticketed price.
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Kittery Outlet Village
10 Bow St.
¦
.
l
Freeport, Maine
J-%^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^Lt Route 1 • Kittery, Maine
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Settlers Green Route 16
North Conway, New Hampshire
(603) 356-9228

Discount applicable on nonssile items only. Offer exp ires April 15th.

LETHAL WEAPUN j j f t

SHOUING HflRCH 8-10 : THR., FRI., SAT.
709:15 PM, 6 NOLI LI/SATURDAY 3PH MATINEE
$2, OR $1 U/flEflBERSHI P , @ LDUEJDV 100

CGhE UIS1T OUR REFRE SHMENT

STAND!
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J itne y Schedule

THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIALPRCERAM*

Colb y ** 3:00,3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 6:00, 7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, (12:00)*
Shaws Plaza

5:15

6:15

7:15

8:15

9:15

10:15 11:15 (12:15)*

JFK Plaza

5;20

6:20

7:20

8:20

9:20

10:20 11:20 (12:20)*

Concourse

3:15

3:45

4:15

4:45

5:30

6:30

9:40

10:40 11:40 (12:40)*

Elm Plaza

10:30 11:30

(12:30)*

5:40

7:40

6:40

8:40

7:30

8:30

'

9:30

Sacred Heart
5:45 6:45 7:45 8:45 9:45 10:45 11:45 (12:45)*
'
Church
**Stops at Colby aro located at: Roberts, Mary Low , an d Lovojoy.
"Times listed in parentheses apply only to Friday and Saturday ni ghts.
Th e ji in oy runs every,eygning except on Sunday.

] '
s

,
j. '

American Heart ^^ jj
Association ^||P

This space provided as a public aorvice,
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Whitmore and Dorion; From
Opp onents To Teammates

Sweet Slam

By Greg Greco

CONTRIBUTINGWRITER

They played against
each other la a high school
state championship game,
played together at several
basketball camps,and have
roomed to gether for two
years while playing here at
Colby. Now, Tom Dorion
'91 and Kevin Whitmore'91
are trying to help the Colby
men's basketball team win
the ECAC championship.
Dorion ,- a junior from
Bath, Maine,and Whitmore,
a junior from Waterville,
both playedinthel987 state
of Maine hi gh school championship game, Dorion for
Morse Hig_h School in Augusta,Whitmore for Waterville High.
- While Dorion had his
hands full defending
against Whitmore,who was
Maine Higli School Athlete
of the Year, the Morse squad
managed io pull out the
victory.
"I took it as a challenge
to guard Kevin. I played
well against him and had
one of my best games of the
year," said Dorion.
The duo played at a few
camps together, including
the Pine Tree Basketball
photo ly Lance Cabariban
Camp, but came to knowThe basket didn 't count,but Nick Childs' '90 dunk broug ht the crowd to its feet
each other, best at Boy's
in last Saturday 's 2C*Tvictory against Amherst.
State, a program which,
teacheshigl school students
about state government.
When Whitmore decided to
transfer
to Colby as a sophomore
*top seeded Mules down upset minded Lord Jeffs (eighth seeded), 85-83
in double overtime in last Saturday 's ECAC Tournament opening round from Dartmouth , they chose to
*senior Ail-American Matt Hancock leads Colby with 34 points,including room together.
"We get along well as rooma key three pointer to put Colby ahead for good in the second overtime
mates.
We're both pretty quiet and
*Hancock misses a free throw that would have sealed the game in first OT,
and Amherst's Ralf Groves hits a three at the buzzer to force second OT don't let things bother us," said
"strong play off the bench shown by sophomore forward John Rimas Dorion.
Whitmore and Dorion are two
during the regulation period
key
reasons why the White Mules
*Mulcs struggle defensively during regulation to stop Amherst's inside
are 24-1, ranked sixth in the coungame, led by Amherst center Pete Giorgio (20 points, 22 rebounds)
t
"accurate shooting from the line helps Colby to prevail, with Hancock ry, and close to an ECACchampihitting 14 of 15, junior Kevin Whitmore 13 of 16, junior Tom Dorion 5 of onship.
Both played solid basketball in
6, and senior Rob Hyland 3 of 4
last Saturday's grueling 85-83
double overtime win against
Amherst in the first round of the
ECAC Tournament.
Whitm ore chipped in 21points,
while Dorion added some key free

Highlights of Colby vs. Amherst

Men 's JV Lacrosse prospects:
Meeting at the gym bleachers.
Monday, March 12, 4:30 p.m.

photo by Robyn Gkser
Kevin YJhitmore '91 (left) and Tom Dorion '90 , hanging out in the gym. Hey,
how did Dorion get up there?

throws and dished out four assists.
Though the game was close and
upset was on the mind of many a
Colby fan,both were sure the Mules
would pull it out.
"Even in the second overtime
we felt confident in our ability to
win," said Dorion.
Dorion feels that the team may
not have pulled this game out last
year, but that this year's team has
the experience necessary to avoid
such a defeat.
"There is no situation where we
feel we'll be defeated ," Whitmore
said.
Whitmore hasbeen on fire lately,

and is second on the team in scoring with over 17 points per game,
while shooting a blistering 60 percent from the field.
Dorion averages over 10 points
andfourassistsagame, whileshooting near 90 percent from the line.
He scored 25 points against Bowdoin a few weeks ago, a season
ligh.
The duo are among the key
players who will take Colby College into the AH (After Hancock)
period.
"They're great leaders, because
they lead byexampleon and of f the
court,"said sophomore guard John
Daileanes.Q
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Swim

Continued f rom page 20
apprehensive about this weekend.
"I expect the meet to be highly
competitive."
Amaral, who is wrapping up
her first year at Colby, is also very
excited for the meet. She expects
her team to have fun but admits it
will be a hectic weekend.
"Williams has a nice pool, but
it's a small area," Amaral said.
With seventy teams expected to
attend, it isn't difficult to imagine
the excitement and confusion of the
meet. Amaral says that none of the
three will lead the other two but
si mp ly that they "work well together."
All three swimmers feel very
confident in their new coach. She
has been accepted into what the
team has labeled itself, "ono big
family." Though only throo members will compete this weekend,
there will be no lack of support for
the Colby wom en 's swim Icam at
this year's Nationals.Q
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Saint Louis University 's

Academic Yoar In Madrid

COMPLETE CURRICULUM: English,
Spanish,Liberal Arts,Business 8.
Administration,TGSOL,Sciences,
Hispanic Studies
8LU In Madrid Is a member of AA/EOE

H

Graduate Courses offered during
Summer Session

Apply NOW for Sprin;, Summer and Fall
More than 1,000 students in tho Program.
Saint Louis University In Madrid
Bravo Murlllo,30
Edlflcio Gonzaga,Planta Baja
Madrid 20015 Spain
Tel: 593-3783

Correction

Contact:
Saint Louis University
Study Abroad Coordinator
Admissions Offlco
221 North Grand Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63103

Toll-free tel: 1-800-325-6666

The Critical Point in*the March 1, 1990 licf w should havo' stated that that the
basketball team is not the only team which travels to other potts of the couptry.

photo by Robyn Glaser

Sam Tucker '90 (left) and Pete Caruso '93 show off the f orm that helped nuke
this year 's squash team the best in Colby 's history.
individual record on the team.
By Dan Forman
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Tucker,the team's captain, "did
an excellent job at winning the
While Colby's ski teams have player's respect and at keeping the
racked up yet another Division II team organized without a coach,"
championship and the men's bas- said Powis.
ketball team has earned itself the
Though the team enjoyed the
number one seed in the ECAC tour- fruits of success this winter, they
nament, the Colby men's squash did it without the services of a full
team managed to compile the best time coach.
record in team history, and achieve
For almost half of the season the
its highest national ranking. And team was without a coach, as has
all this, without the aid of a coach been the situation off and on for the
for much of the season.
past few yfears. Ed Reed, a retired
Withal2-7record under itsbelt, Bowdoin coach, filled in as the
the Colby squad went to theNISRA Colby coach from November
Team Nationals, at the University through December, after which the
of Pennsylvania on Feb.24-25.Any team was coachless.
school with a competitive team can
Athletic Director Dick Whitmore1
enter this tournament,and the field feel s that the team "had the best
included top teams such as Har- coaching it has had for the last two
vard, U.C. Berkeley,and Princeton years" under Reed, and that this
among the more than 30 teams in helped in the team's success this
attendance.
past season.
Divided into four divisions,
But members of the team do not
Colby competed at the "C" level. In view thesituation inthislight The
the first round the Mule squashers squash team deserves more respect
defeated Stonybrook 5-0, and then from the college. It's a vars it y spor t,
went on to beat Brown by a 5-4 and it represents the college well,"
margin. This put Colby into the said Powis.
finals, where they were defeated by
Still, overcoming this handicap
Hobart, 7-2. The Mules left with a of ju ggling coaches is something
national ranking of 18and a season which the team has learned to do
record of 14-8.
well. Next year's squad has the
The team that competed in tho potential to be very good, as it will •
Nationals included ton out of the lose only three seniors. Also, thoro
twelve regular players. Those play- are some prospective students who
ers who dominated throughout the arc excellent squash players.
course of the season and at the
The team should also havomoro
Nationals were seniors Sam Tucker, guidance, as Whitmore is in the
Brin Eanta , Graham Powis, and first process of try ing to "got the best
year students Dilan Siritunga and possible instruction " for them,
Peter Caruso.
With good players, good forPowis and Siritunga alternated t unc , and the possibility of good
between tho first and second spots coaching, the Colby men 's squa sh ,
throughou t the course of the sea- team can asp ire to even greater
son, while Caruso had the best heights for future scoiitohsD

The Critical Point Lady Mules Fall to Wesleyan,
End Season With 15-8 Record
By David Roderick
STAFF WRITER

By Steven Graber
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

on

J*°to ^ > ™°mPs°"The Colby weight room
Anyonewho ventures into the fieldhouse weight room on a given

aftern oon knows what to expect - a crowd.
The number of people working out is great to see, but there is not
enough space to fit them all. No one minds rubbing elbows and sharing
the weights;indeed the weight room is even a great place to socialize,
but Colby has outgrown its tiny squash court-sized weight room.
It's time for it to be expanded.
There is a serious push for men and women athletes in almost all
s p orts , from football to track, fo lift weights since it is important for
power and explosiveness. The weight training programs call for extra
time in. the weight room.
But "the number of: students per square foot in that place is a joke/'
said junior Greg Jacobson,
There are many times when someone will walk in, see how packed
the p l ace is, say something unprintable, and walk out.
It is time that Colby'sfree-weight facilities catch up with' its athletic
student body's needs,
in the future.
There are plans for a new weight training facility
The long term solution is a proposed addition of anewannex in the field
house. A. tentative plan calls for a new training room and hopefully a
new weight roonvnear the back of the field house, possibly adjacent to
the hockey rink.
But something needs to be done to alleviate to overcrowding now.
"The weight room is a mess. - there are too many people at certain
times , Even when it's not that crowded, it 's still too small. Having an
expanded area would be great,1" said sophomore Dan Connolly.
The sliort term solution would be to relocate the squat tacks and leg
machines from the existing weight room into the old racquetball court
across the hall. The move would take a minimum of effort - just
enlarging the size of the door, to tho new worn and putting down the
rubber floor padding.
"Right now it' s insane , It. would definitely make a difference to
expand to across the hall,"1 said senior Mike Eisenstadt.
This would not only create more work out space, it would enable
badly needed weight equipment , such as another bench / curl bar station, sets pf dumbbells, etc, to bc added without clogging things up
even moro.
"It's pretty Aggravating/" said frosh Willie Berglund. "Rushhour is
like fro m 1:30 to 5:30 (on weekdays). Sometimes you have to stop your
work out between sets. It affects your attitude about wording out."
Everyone gets frustrated ,
"Every time. I go in there it's totally packed , 1 sometimes feel
intimidated, to go in/' said frosh Laura Schuler.
Everyone has to wait in line- •
"It's almost tw late for us [seniors)/ butoxpanding tho weight room
is something thftf just has got .to happen/' said senior Matt Daniels.
Eventually, someone is going to got hurtThe weight rjtomgets dangerously overcrowded on a rcgiilarbasis.
Spmco) .csqua .rtngorusingt.. «b<_nc h pros? teliable .©dump their stack
on some poor soul working out next to him, Less room means more
'
,
accident's.
Colby can bc happy that it has a weight room, but wo need one that
is mOreUBcHrlcndly, one in which We can take pride, and onein which
Wo . it.d

The Lad y Mule hoopsters' season came to a close last Wednesday
when they' fell 65-61 to Wesleyan
University in the first round of the
ECAC Division III Tournament.
Coach Gene DeLorenzo's team,
which finished with a 3-19 record
last season , surprised many by finishing with an impressive 15-7 record during the regular season,earnin g them the number two seed in
the tournament .
But seventh seeded Wesleyan
spoiled DeLorenzo's hopes f or a
third career ECAC title with a fast
break that overwhelmed Colby's
def ense .
The Lady Mules led most of the
game until Wesleyan sophomore
Patty Po rtilla hit a three-pointer with
a minute left, putting Wesleyan
ahead 60-59.
Colby senior Clare DeAngelis
answered with two free throws at
the other end to regain the lead, but
Wesleyan forward Kristin Dilworth
rebounded a miss by one of her
teammates and scored with 17 seconds left in the game.
With only seconds left on the
clock, Colby frosh Maria Kim was
tri pped up on an inbound pass by a
Wesleyan p la yer , but the referees
didn 't call a foul and the ball
bounced back out of bounds.
Wesleyan then returned to the
foul line where they hit three more
shots and sealed the game.
"It's a disappointing end to a
great season," said DeLorenzo.
"Wesleyan played extremely well."
"We had some trouble on def ense and they penetrated re all y
well," said f or ward , Karyn Rimas
'93. "We were getti ng good shots
but we just weren't hitting many."
Leading Colby were junior forward K i mDerrin gton with 20 points
an d 11 rebound s and sophomore
Liz Cimino who chipped in with 16
points and 10 rebounds.

photo by Cathy Palmer
Debbie Adams works the paint for the Lady Mules, in the Colby vs. Emmanuel
College game.
S enior center Debbie Ad am s, starters Clare DeAngelis, and Jenwho fought off knee troubles all nifer Lally as well as key play'er
season,missed thef in al ga me when Maeve Costin to graduation .
Still, a stron g nucleus with the
her knee gave out during the pregame warm-ups. Adams wraps her likes of Derrington, Ci mino, Kim
career as the Lady Mules' sixth all- and Rimas, the Lady Mules have
potential to be a force in NESCAC
time leading scorer.
DeLorenzo will also be losing next yearQ

NOTABLE S
•The Colby men s swim team broke seven school
records en route to an 11th place finish at the New
England Championships last weekend.Host Williams
Cbllege took first in the field of over 30 teams.
The record setters were; sophomore Matt Davie, SO
and 100 freestyle; sophomore BJ Gasperoni, 200 freestyle; frosh Chris Giezel, 200 breaststroke; frosh Mike
Saad, Chris Wilder, junior Ron Thompson, and Davie,
200 medley relay;Gasperoni, Davie, and seniors Doug
Belkin and Craig Rog, 400 and 800 freestyle relay.

Two members of the Colby women's squash team
competed at the National Championships at Brown
University last weekend. Sophomores Margaret Igoe
and Meredith Johnson, trie top two players on coach
Paula Aboud'sHoweCupchampion team,represented
the Lady Mules. Both won first round matches,but then
lost their second round matches and the following
consolation round.

Senior forward Matt Hancock continues to rake in
the brass. Colby's all-time leading scorer was recently
named the 1990 New England Division III Player of the
Year by the ECAC, capturing this award forthe second
straight year. Hancock, who averaged 23.4 points, 53
rebounds, and 4.2 assists in the regular season, is now
the third all-time leading scorer In Division III basketball.
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Ihe cherished Devastator prize
goes this week to Karin Killmer '90,
who has starred this year for the powerhouse women's indoor track team.

This senior speedster from Prospect, Kentucky,
trampled her competition to win the 800 meter run
last weekend at the ECAC Championship meet at
Bates. Her time of 2 minutes 18.53 seconds was
nearly a whole second better than her nearest
competition, leaving the rest of the field lost in a
cloud of dust.
For demonstrating superior speed and endurance, and leading her team to the pinnacle of success, the Echo sports staff is proud to present Karin
with theprestlgioustitlcofDevastatorof the Week.

White Mules Win, Headed For Finals
By Hal Paul
STAFF WRITER and

Dave Weissman
SPOETS EDITOR

photo by Robyn Glaser
Matt Hancock '90 is hungry for his and Colby 's first ECAC crown.

Colby Ski Team
Finishes Stron g
By Bob Lian

MANAGING EDITOR

With tho same energy and finesse it showed all winter, the
Colby Ski Team mounted a strong
showing at the EISA Division 1
championships at the Middlebury
Snow Bowl in Vermont on February 23-24.
At the Middlebury outing, the
Colby skiers faced their stiffest
competition of the year. According to men's Alpine captain,Jo hn
Hutchins, the Ski Team was up
against some of "the best skiers in
the East,if not the whole country."
Still, the season-ending race
saw Colby outpace several Division I powerhouses with the men's
toam finishing in 9th place out o/a
field of 19, and the women's f inishing 9th out of 17.
In the slalom, three women
skiers, Jen Comstock, E ll yn Pa i ne,
and N ikki Vadaboncocur, placed
in the top 28. La el Hinman and
ladies Al p i ne cap t a i n , Beth Kubik,
also had a strong race. For the
men,Mark Radcliffe skied his way
to a 19th place finish, supported
by solid performances from Hutchins and Erik Bcckman.
Also registering strong races
for tho Nord ic skiers were Scan
Skaling, who battled back from a
mid-spa son illness to finish in the
top 30 in the men 's 20km, and
women 's Nordic captain , Amy
SIicdd who ranked in the top 30 in
tho women's 15km. The men's
re l ay t eam , compo sed of Marc
Gilbertson , Skaling, a nd Jefferson

Goethals, beat several.Division I
teams in their 8th place finish.
Highlightingtheperformances
was the phenomenal 12th place
finish by Marc Gilbertson in the
men's 20km. As a result of this
display, Gilbertson qualified for
the Division I National Championship to be held at Stowe, VTthis
weekend.
The 1990 season marked a
"coming of age" for the Colby ski
program,accord ing to men's Nordic captain Trey Amundsen.
"Everyone really accomplished the
very ambitious goals we set for
ourselves," he said. Amundsen
also pointed to dedicated coaching from Troll Valley as an other
key component in the team's success.
Hutchins had similar sentiments, believing that the team's
success was d uc largely to "a lo t of
outstanding individuals coming
together."
While the talent and leadership of its four senior captains will
bc missed, the team is still Well
stocked with some incredibly
skilled skiers.Radcliffe, Comstock,
Pa i ne, Va d abon cocur,' an d Hinman who all finished near the top
throughout the season will be returning for the Alpine,
Gilbertson , who won several
individual races for . the Nordic,
along with the other two members
of the men's relay triad , Ska ling
an d Goethals, as well as Hilary
Green and Jcnn Grocnleaf for the
Nordic women willalsp be back
for another sogson.Q

Two down, one to go.
Only Williams College now
stands between the Colby men's
basketball team and its first ECAC
Championshi p title, as the White
Mules defeated Clark University
102-81 in an ECAC semifinal game
last ni ght at Wadsworth Gymnasium.
It wasn't as easy for Colby as the
score might indicate. After building a 49-37 halftime lead, Clark
guard Todd McSweeney led the
Cougars to a 19-7 run to tie it at 5656 with 14 minutes left in the second half. McSweeney led all Clark
scorers with 21 points.
Though Colby never trailed, the
momentum shifted back and forth
until the five minute mark, when
the Mule defense moved into high
gear and held Clark to only six
points for the remainder of the
contest.
"The key for us was on defense,"
said sophomore guard John Dailcanes who scored 18points coming
off the bench, including several key
three pointers. "We tightened it up
and played great team defense."
While defense was instrumental
in the victory, the Mules hardly
lacked offense, with four players
scoring in double figures.
Senior forward Matt Hancock led
Colby with 28 points -17 of them in

photo by Roby n Glaser
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Ii took a team effort ,including cheerleading f rom the bench,for Colby to defeat
Clark last night.
the second half. Junior forward Gymnasium for the ECAC ChamKevin Whitmore, assigned the dif- pionship.
ficult task of guarding Clark AllThe White Mules, who downed
American Jason Qua, chipped in 23 the Ephsmen by 33 points earlier
points, including four of six from this season, are not taking the game
three point range.
lightly.
*
Junior guard Tom Dorion, who
"There's no such thing as an easy
finished with 17 points and 6 as- championship game," said Hansists, was fouled on a drive and cock. "No matter who we face we'll
finger roll lay in which proved key be read y."
"This is what we've been pwshMen 's Basketball
ingfor,"said Caoch Dick Whitmore.
Coverage Continued On "I'm confident we'll give a splendideffort."
Page 17
Williams, who upset Colby in the
first round of last year's ECAC
in Colby 's final surge.
Tournament, will be led by senior
Sophomore John Rirnas added guard Garcia Major . The Ephsrnen
eight points in a four of five shoot- defeated Babson 88-82 last night in *
ing effort, and played strong over- the other ECAC semifinal game,
all to spark the Mule effort.
and topped Eastern Connecticut 73. Top seeded Colby (25-1) will now 61 in the first round.
face second seeded Williams (21-3)
Colby defeated Amherst in the
on Saturday at 2 p.m. in Wadsworth first round . 85-82 in20T.Q

Swimming Nationals Today
By Jonathan Thom p son
STAFF WRITER
hree Colby swimmers,
Sally White , Sura
Dubow, and Karyl
T Brewster, begin competition at the Division III Nationals today. The meet is being held at
Williams College, and continues
through Saturday.
. Their prospects at the meet look
good. "Considering their performance at New England's, I expect
them to do very well at nationals,"
said coach Shelly Amaral. The
women's team took seventh in that
meet of more than twenty teams.
Competition will bc tough at
Nationals, with about seventy Divisionlllschoolsboingreprcsentcd.
Last yoa r, Colby took 23rd out of 68
teams, an impressive finish considering that White was the only Colby
representative.
This will be the third year in a
row that White, a j un i or, will go to
Nationals , and she is happy to finally have some supportive teammates to j oin hor,
"It will bc nice not to bc alone,"
she said.
Never t h eless, she has done well

photo by ]on Thompson
Sura DuBow '92 (lef t), Sall y White '91 (center), and Karyl Brewster '93.
on her own, She was AU-American the first time, but arc both somethe last two years in three events: what nervous. Dubow, a sophothe 1650 free, the 500 free, and the more from Ill i noi s, will swim the
40O IM.
200 yar d IM , and the 100 and 200
As a veteran, White is more yard breaststroke. Despite her jitconfident going into the meet this tors though, she competed in state
yoar, but is made a littl e uneasy by competitions in high school, so i s
the fact that she was away first no stra nger to big meets.
somestor.
Her t camma t o Brewst er, a first
"I missed out on the training year stu d en t, will swim tho 100 and
background I had the last two years 20Oyard backstokeand the 400yard ¦
so I'll have to see how that affects IM. While she too experienced big
mo," she said,
meets in high school, she is also
Hor younger t eammat es ar e
Swim Con ti nued On Pago 18
excited to be going to nationals for

